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With an explosive increase in the amount of multimedia content available worldwide and

through the web, automatically detecting who spoke when in an audio stream is an impor-

tant technique that has many practical applications. The task of automatically annotating

speech segments with speaker labels could be considered as either a speaker recognition or

speaker diarization problem depending on whether the voice samples of the speakers are avail-

able as a priori knowledge. Despite the di↵erences, the success of both speaker recognition

and speaker diarization hinge on accurate and robust modeling of speaker voice character-

istics. Over the past several decades, the technology of statistical speaker modeling has

achieved significant advancements. However, the applications of speaker modeling technol-

ogy in real world by means of speaker recognition and speaker diarization has considerably

limited performance. In this dissertation, we investigate the applications of speaker recogni-

tion and speaker diarization on The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Apollo-11 mission audio corpus to advance their performance in practical applications. In

the first part of this dissertation, we focus on understanding the problems and challenges of

applying speaker recognition techniques on a subset of the Apollo-11 space-to-ground audio

corpus to automatically recognize all three astronauts. Specifically, we investigate the vari-

ations of astronauts’ voices characteristics across di↵erent phases of the lunar mission and
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their impact on speaker recognition performance. In the second part of this dissertation, we

focus on the development of robust speaker recognition and diarization algorithms. We illus-

trate the challenge of applying speaker diarization techniques on multi-speaker naturalistic

audio streams such as Apollo-11 mission control center (MCC) audio corpus, and propose

active learning based algorithms to e↵ectively incorporate limited human e↵ort in the cur-

rent speaker diarization process. Moreover, we propose several robust speaker modeling

techniques that improve speaker recognition in generally mismatched or noisy environments.

Lastly, the application of speaker recognition and speaker diarization for conversation anal-

ysis on the Apollo-11 MCC audio corpus is discussed. This dissertation therefore advances

speech and language technology to address diarization of multi-speaker naturalistic audio

streams for real task oriented teams. It is expected that these advancements will contribute

significantly for research on human-to-human voice interaction for team oriented tasks in

business, social, government, and security applications.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Speaker modeling requires a statistical representation of an individual’s voice characteristics.

Similar to the field of fingerprint, voice patterns for each individual possess subject dependent

di↵erences (see Fig. 1.1). This is due to the fact that each person has unique physical

traits such as the size and shape of vocal tract, larynx and other organs that relate to voice

production. The manner of how each subject uses physiology to speaker also reflects di↵erent

speaking properties. Moreover, the speaking style of each individual is also di↵erent from

each other. Due to such unique characteristics, human voice brings important information

about the identity of speaker.

There exists a wide range of applications for speaker modeling by means of both speaker

recognition and diarization. Speaker recognition focuses on automatically detecting the

identity of speaker given voice samples. For example, the National Security Agency (NSA)

has sponsored and participated in the development of speaker recognition techniques since the

early 1990’s. Forensic speaker recognition analysis based on automatic speaker recognition

is also currently being used in many government organizations. The most recent example

of a commercial application of speaker recognition is that used by the world’s largest bank,

HSBC Holdings plc, who unveiled the voice recognition services for 15 million customers.

On the other hand, speaker diarization is the problem of detecting ”who spoke when”.

This is the process of automatically grouping audio segments associated with each speaker.

As one important domain of research in speech research, speaker diarization is employed in

many applications such as information retrieval, metadata extraction, meeting annotations,

and conversation analysis. Recent developments for speaker diarization have been driven by

Rich Transcription (RT), where speaker diarization is used to help provide speaker index,

content analysis and other information to achieve higher quality speech-to-text transcrip-

tions.
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Figure 1.1. Key factors associated with individual’s unique voice patterns.

1.1 Problem Statement

In spite of recent success in speaker modeling techniques, the potential of speaker recognition

and speaker diarization in many real-word applications have not been fully exploited. The

main reason for such restrictions is the limitation of current speaker modeling techniques in

non-neutral environments. The e↵ect of non-neutral environments on the speaker acoustic

model roots includes both speech production and transmission. Specifically, the change in

environment could cause the variations in a subject’s voice production mechanism. Lombard

e↵ect is such an example where the subject modify their speech production mechanism

towards auditory feedback for better speech transmission under noise (Lane and Tranel,

1971; Hansen, 1988; Junqua, 1996). Likewise, the background noise in di↵erent environment

could also lead to significant performance loss of speaker recognition techniques. Therefore,

to improve the robustness of speaker recognition under mismatch environments, it is essential

for us to understand how the subjects speech production mechanism changes under non-

neural environments (Hansen and Hasan, 2015).
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Another reason for limited performance of speaker modeling techniques in practice is that

only a small number of realistic and naturalistic speech corpora are available in the speech

community to develop algorithms for practical applications. Therefore, many research e↵orts

have focused on relatively easier tasks where data is available. For example, the application of

speaker diarization has been exclusively focused on meeting scenarios where a relatively small

number of participants are performing face-to-face voice communications. However, many

major engineering or social tasks in the real-world are accomplished with larger numbers

of participants, communicating in a non face-to-face manner. Both communication style,

interaction patterns, and even audio recording quality are significantly di↵erent from meeting

scenarios.

In this dissertation, we investigate the applications of speaker recognition and speaker

diarization techniques on the U.S. NASA Apollo-11 voice communication scenarios. Apollo-

11 is one of the world’s largest engineering tasks with hundreds of flight controllers and

supporting sta↵ involved in coordinating man’s first mission to the moon, representing a

196 hour mission. Voice communication between countless ground sta↵ are mostly achieved

through intercom voice channels. The purpose of this dissertation it to advance speaker

modeling techniques, by (a) having a deeper understanding of the problems dealing with

human voice production variation in non-neutral environments, and (2) proposing novel

algorithms that advance the speaker recognition and speaker diarization performance in

challenging annotations task in real-world.

1.2 Dissertation Goals and Contributions

The objective of this dissertation is to advance the real world applications of speaker modeling

techniques. We intend to approach this goal by achieving both scientific understanding of the

underlying problems, as well as empirical algorithm advancements. Specifically, the first goal

of this dissertation is to understand the variation in human voice production in non-neural
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environments such as the conditions of NASA Apollo-11 mission. Another goal is to design

new algorithms to improve the performance of speaker recognition and speaker diarization

on realistic corpor such as NASA Apollo-11. The sections below listed the detailed goals

and contributions of this dissertation.

1.2.1 Development of Apollo-11 Audio Corpus

DOMAIN#1: One major objective of this dissertation is to create two e↵ecitve naturalistic

corpora: Apollo-11 Space-to-ground Corpus, and Apollo-11 Mission Control Center (MCC)

Corpus, based on the original voice communication recordings of Apollo-11 mission by NASA.

The audios within these two corpora are required to be fully labeled with speaker identities in

order to be used for development and evaluation of speaker modeling techniques. The Apollo-

11 Space-to-Ground Corpora will be very unique in that it is the first organized speech corpus

in the community that contains voice of astronauts from space mission. On the other hand,

the Apollo-11 MCC Corpus will be created from 100 hours of audio from 5 flight controller

intercoms that are within an audio loop during lifto↵, lunar landing, and lunar walking. The

Apollo-11 MCC Corpus captures the working communications between hundreds of engineers

and other sta↵, and will be an important resource for speech community to develop practical

speaker recognition, speaker diarization as well as conversation analysis algorithms.

1.2.2 Speaker Variability in Non-Neutral Environment

DOMAIN#2: In this dissertation, we seek the deeper understanding of the variations of

astronaut voice production characteristics during an entire space mission. Specifically, we

will study the e↵ect of space conditions (e.g., weightlessness, task demand, G-force, etc.) on

acoustical features such as fundamental frequency and phoneme formant structure that are

closely related to the speech production system. Moreover, we will evaluate the challenge of

such voice production variations on speaker recognition system by evaluating state-of-the-art

speaker recognition system for the task of identifying three astronauts through voice.
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1.2.3 Development of Active Learning Based Speaker Diarization Algorithms

DOMAIN#3: Current state-of-the-art speaker diarization algorithms fail to achieve ac-

ceptable performance in many real-word applications. The consequence of such a limitation

in performance has limited speaker diarization applications to only a few controlled sce-

narios. To overcome such limitations, we investigate the e↵ective incorporation of human

in-the-loop as a process for speaker diarization to obtain much more reliable speaker diariza-

tion output. This is motivated by the fact that while most speaker diarization research so

far has focused on unsupervised scenarios where no human supervision is available, in many

real-world applications, a small amount of human input could provide the seed/starting con-

ditions to significantly improve performance. In this dissertation, we will develop several

active learning based algorithms to achieve this goal.

1.2.4 Development of Robust Speaker Recognition Algorithms

DOMAIN#4: One of main challenges for current speaker recognition algorithms are the

presence of background noise. While the I-Vector has been the state-of-the-art acoustic

modeling technique in recent years, the applications dealing with adverse environments still

su↵ers. In this dissertation, we plan to develop alternative i-Vector extraction frameworks

that are more robust to environment noise.

1.3 Dissertation Outline

The organization this dissertation as follows. In Chapter 2, we present details of the Apollo-

11 Space-to-Ground Corpus and Apollo-11 MCC Corpus. These two corpora are developed

from extensive Apollo-11 mission audio recordings, that represents the primary datasets we

focused on in this dissertation. In Chapter 3, we present the study on the variations of as-

tronauts voice production during space mission using Apollo-11 Space-to-ground Corpus. In
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Chapter 4, we present the development of active learning based speaker diarization algorithm

that is capable of significantly improve speaker diarization performance on Apollo-11 MCC

Corpus. In Chapter 5, we present the development of several robust speaker recognition

algorithm advancement that improve the speaker recognition performance in generally mis-

match or noisy environments. In Chapter 6, we introduce potential applications of speaker

recognition and speaker diarization techniques for conversation analysis on the Apollo-11

MCC corpus. Finally, Chapter 7 presents a brief summary of this dissertation and some

suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

APOLLO-11 MULTI-STREAM AUDIO CORPUS

By landing the first man on the moon, Apollo 11 ( lasted 8 days 3 hours 18 minutes and 35

seconds) stands as one of mankind’s greatest achievements in the 20th century. The entire

communications between astronauts, flight controllers, and their backroom support teams

inside NASA mission control center (MCC) are continuously recorded using two 30-track

analog reel-to-reel recording machine which has recently been digitized by the University of

Texas at Dallas (UTD), in a collaboration with University of Maryland College Park (UMD),

and Johnson Space Center(JSC) (see Fig. 2.1).

Figure 2.1. CRSS-UTDallas digitizing multi-channel audio with newly designed 30-track
tape head. Shown left to right are: (i) Newly constructed 30-track tape head, (ii) Setup for
testing the audio quality read from 30-track tape head. (iii) Installation of 30-track head
on SoundScriber playback machine; (iv) CRSS UTDallas undergraduate student supported
for 4-month digitizing e↵ort at NASA; (v) Updated new designed/constructed SoundScriber
patch-panel to support 30 audio tracks of data simultaneously.
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Figure 2.2. Apollo-11 communication overview. The red dotted parts are space-to-ground
communications, including astronauts voice from space, and the black dotted parts are
ground communications between hundreds of flight controllers and their ’backroom’ sup-
port sta↵s.

The Apollo-11 voice communication has two components: space-to-ground voice com-

munication and MCC voice communications (see Fig. 2.2). Based on these two part voice

communications, we create two separate audio corpora, Apollo-11 space-to-ground corpus

and Apollo-11 MCC corpus, to conduct academic research.

2.1 Part 1: Apollo-11 Space-to-ground Corpus

Apollo-11 Space-to-ground Corpus is created from the voice communications between the

three Apollo astronauts and capsule communicators (CAPCOM) on the ground. These

communications were recored by NASA and are currently being made publicly available.

While transcripts of the entire mission representing space-to-ground communication have
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been generated by NASA immediately after the mission, errors do exist since these were

manually typed in 1969. As such, part of the current study includes an e↵ort to generate the

full text and timing information based on Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) transcriber.

Since the astronaut’s speech from the Apollo command module was transmitted through

Earth’s dedicated telephone channels to Houston from 5-7 ground stations worldwide where

the signal was received, most audio files from astronauts have a bandwidth range of 300Hz

to 3400Hz, although it was digitized at 16k Hz sampling frequency. The audios used in this

study have signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between 10-20 dB. More details on the quality of

this data, can be found in our previous study (Ziaei et al., 2014). Another source of audio

within the Apollo 11 corpus is post-flight interview data which was recorded with distant

microphone on Earth three months after the mission. This data is used for characterizing

astronauts ground truth speech on Earth.

2.2 Part 2: Apollo-11 MCC Corpus

The Apollo-11 MCC Corpus is based on the voice communication between various flight con-

trollers, and their backroom support teams inside the NASA mission control center (MCC).

In almost all of these communications there is no face-to-face interactions since some sup-

ported teams are hosted in di↵erent buildings as the NASA JSC campus.The entire com-

munications are continuously recorded using 30-track analog reel-to-reel recording machines.

These machines are entitled SoundScriber, with one representing HR1 = historical recorder

#1 (both upper and lower 30 track tape units), and HR2 = historical recorder #2 which

also had an upper and lower 30 track tape deck. This allowed for up to 60 channels to

be recorded simultaneously, as well as allowing for a smooth transition when one tape was

finishing so no audio was lost between tapes. During each mission, a total of 60 audio chan-

nels are simultaneously recorded including the voices from more than hundreds of di↵erent

participants involved with the mission. While the space-to-ground part of Apollo-11 voice
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communications had been digitized by NASA, the rest of all the communications tracks have

not been digitized to date due to hardware limitations. The University of Texas at Dallas

(UTDallas), and Johnson Space Center (JSC) have combined the e↵ort to digitize this data

resource and have generated up to 19,000 hours of audio data from various missions of both

Apollo and Gemini programs. These mission audio captures the full scope of each Apollo

mission communication. Therefore, it is extremely attractive for learning human-to-human

communications, group interaction, as well as developing robust speech systems.

Moreover, as the speech community relies on labeled audio data to perform scientific

research as well as algorithmic development, we have prepared a ”Challenge Task Specific”

corpus based on a subset of Apollo-11 audio recordings. This subset of Apollo-11 audio

recordings includes 5 synchronized channels: Flight director (FD) loop, Electrical, Envi-

ronmental and Consumables Manager (EECOM) loop, and Guidance, Navigation, Controls

Systems Engineer(GNC) loop, network (NETWORK) loop, and Mission Operations Control

Room (MOCR) loop. Each of these audio recordings span approximately 5-hours during

lifto↵, 10-hours before lunar landing, and 5-hour around the first lunar walking. This initial

100 hour task corpus has been transcribed to have speaker labels by well-trained speech

science specialists from UTDallas.

Most of the audio in Apollo-11 MCC corpus are recorded with close-talking microphones

or traditional telephone handsets, and are in general good audio quality. Audio channels

from astronauts are often transmitted through Earth’s global dedicated telephone channels

to Houston, TX from 1 - 7 ground stations wroldwide where the signal was received. Flight

directors as well as their ”backroom” support sta↵ voice are recorded through intercom

circuits called ”loops”. Each flight controller has their own loop, which records the entire

communication within that channel. A summary of information for a subset of this audio

set, including the length of pure speech after removing silence, the number of homogeneous

speech segments, and the total number of participants in each audio stream, are summarized

in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1. Synopsis of Apollo-11 MCC audio dataset.
Session Name Speech (seconds) Speech Segments Participants

FD-01 252 161 9
FD-02 314 152 9
FD-03 123 63 10
FD-04 651 358 13
FD-05 457 226 14
FD-06 979 531 12
FD-07 394 267 13
FD-08 486 340 15
FD-09 217 126 13
FD-10 964 713 13

EECOM-01 1206 585 20
EECOM-02 563 252 20
EECOM-03 1014 471 31
EECOM-04 808 384 20
EECOM-05 812 357 26
EECOM-06 475 270 23
EECOM-07 553 337 21
EECOM-08 411 261 19
EECOM-09 744 430 31
GNC-01 859 270 17
GNC-02 735 346 21
GNC-03 653 291 25
GNC-04 1347 494 20
GNC-05 798 440 21
GNC-06 985 456 24
GNC-07 829 481 24
GNC-08 764 435 29
GNC-09 1728 995 29

Note that, the voice communication style within the Apollo-11 MCC is quite di↵erent

from any traditional meeting corpora, including many focused short speech segments which

was intended to improve communication e�ciency for each lunar mission. Fig. 2.3 shows a

cumulative histogram as a function of speech segment length. It can be seen that the Apollo-

11 MCC Corpus is composed of larger proportions of short speech segments (less than 3sec)
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Figure 2.3. Cumulative histogram as a function of speech segments length for Apollo-11
MCC audio corpus and AMI meeting corpus.

vs. for example the AMI meeting data corpus (a general purpose meeting task corpus)

(McCowan et al., 2005). In addition, the Apollo11 MCC Corpus has relatively large number

of participants (i.e., anywhere from 3 to 31 participants) as shown in Table 2.1 ). Another

important factor is that all data, speakers and communications are real and naturalistic,

and reflect the collective e↵ort of one of the most challenging engineering milestones for

mankind. Overall, Apollo-11 MCC corpus is clearly a realistic and challenging dataset for

speaker annotations.
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CHAPTER 3

VOICE PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS OF ASTRONAUTS DURING

APOLLO-11

Reproduced from J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 141, 1605 (2017), with the permission of the Acous-

tical Society of America.

The production of speech is a unique ability for humans and is a highly complex process

involving the use of numerous articulatory organs and hundreds of muscles. Due to its

complexity, the process of speech production has not been fully understood, especially in

non-neutral environments. The study of astronaut speech in space is scientifically intriguing,

as it allows for an understanding of human speech production under extraordinary conditions

such as micro-gravity as well as varied atmospheric environments.

The study of astronaut voice in space is also important from a practical perspective since

speech and language technology has the potential to play an important role in future deep

space mission (Steeneken, 1996; Payette, 1994; Hansen et al., 2000). One of the first formal

applications of speech technology in space occurred in NASA STS-41 space shuttle mission

which dates back to 1990 (Salazar, 1991). In that mission, a voice control system (VCS)

was used by an astronaut to remotely control cameras and monitors mounted outside the

spacecraft. The voice templates used in that system was speaker dependent and had been

retrained during space mission to increase the recognition accuracy (Steeneken, 1996). A

similar command recognition system named Clarissa with a larger vocabulary and greater

functionality was later developed and tested on the International Space Station (ISS) (Rayner

et al., 2010). Whereas the simple command recognition system such as the VCU in STS-

26 and Clarissa could bring convenience to astronauts, speech and language technology

is capable of playing a more significant role by providing a non-intrusive way to monitor

astronauts behavioral health and performances as well as team cohesion in future long-

duration mission, e.g. manned Mars missions. The success of these techniques in space will
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hinge on a greater understanding of speech production variation in space (Sangwan et al.,

2015; Salas et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014).

Previous studies on speech production under non-neutral conditions have evaluated the

e↵ect of various environmental stresses on human voice. For example, it has been observed

that individuals adjust the manner in which they generate speech in the presence of noise.

This e↵ect, known as Lombard e↵ect, has been studied widely by many researchers (Lane

and Tranel, 1971; Hansen, 1988; Junqua, 1996). Lombard e↵ect is mostly attributed to

individual’s adjustment of speech production mechanism toward auditory feedback for better

speech transmission under noise. The studies have shown that both the intensity, pitch,

formant central frequency, spectral tilting and duration of vowel varies as a result of Lombard

e↵ect (Hansen, 1988). Other studies have also investigated the influences of other factors

such as the speakers cognitive state (Lieberman and Michaels, 1962; Streeter et al., 1983),

physical states (Johannes et al., 2007; Godin and Hansen, 2011) and sleep deprivations

(Harrison and Horne, 1997; Krajewski et al., 2009) on the speech production mechanism.

Results from these studies suggest that human speech production is sensitive to both the

speaker state and surrounding conditions.

While existing studies have achieved significant improvement in understanding the sources

of human speech production variations on Earth, the types of stresses that an astronaut ex-

periences during a space mission is di↵erent in nature. One environment variation in space is

the g-force. For example, the gravity on Earth is referred to as normal gravity or 1 g, while

the gravity during space orbit is close to zero, and therefore referred to as micro-gravity or

zero-g. As the human body is uniquely adapted to gravity on Earth, many of its operational

functions could be disturbed in micro-gravity environment in an unexpected way. Such in-

fluence of micro-gravity on human speech production could occurs both direct and indirect

manner. For example, it has been reported in many studies that micro-gravity has profound

influences on the function of lung due to reasons such as uneven ventilation and perfusion
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in the lung, change of stroke volume, and many other causes that alters the intricate struc-

ture of lung (Prisk, 2000). The indirect e↵ect of micro-gravity on speech production could

be from physical stress such as space sickness (Crampton, 1990) occurs in more than 45%

people in space, bone and muscle deterioration (Vico et al., 2000), and also fluid redistri-

bution in human body (Watenpaugh, 2001). Also, the physiological stress due to long-term

micro-gravity environment (Morphew, 2001) could also a↵ect how individual produce their

speech (France et al., 2000; Sturim et al., 2011).

Another significant environment variation during space missions are atmospheric com-

position and pressure. Since each astronaut requires a sustained supply of oxygen, the

spacecraft and space suit are designed with a self-contained oxygen supply system. How-

ever, due to practical constraints such as safety, mobility and convenience, the atmospheric

environment is normally designed di↵erently compared to Earth’s atmosphere. Specifically,

Earth’s atmosphere at sea level consists of approximately 21% of Oxygen, 78% of Nitrogen,

and small amount of other gases and water vapor. The average atmospheric pressure on

Earth at sea level is 14.7 psi. However, during space missions such as U.S. NASA’s Mercury,

Gemini and Apollo, the atmosphere of the spacecraft cabin and space suit was composed of

pure (100%) oxygen, with an overall pressure of 5 psi in the spacecraft cabin and 3.5 psi in

the space suit. This variation in atmospheric components and pressure, combined with the

micro-gravity e↵ect, could contribute to the variations in human respiration as well as sound

transmission, and therefore impact the speech production mechanism.

Since both gravity and atmospheric variation in space represent a unique environment dif-

ferent from Earth, understanding speech production characteristics in space is an extremely

challenging task. The amount of data available in the past for analysis has been limited,

given the small number of individuals who have traveled to space and walked on the moon

(e.g., only 12 males in human history have walked on the moon). In this chapter, we an-

alyze the astronaut voice characteristics based on the historical recordings of air-to-ground
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Figure 3.1. Overview of the timeline of Apollo 11 mission

communications for Apollo 11 as a first step towards developing an understanding of human

speech in space. Specifically, the purpose of this study is to explore: (1) whether astronaut’s

voice characteristic change during space mission, and (2) develop a model for how astro-

naut’s voice and frequency characteristics change in space, with the hope to improve speech

technology in the future.

3.1 Acoustic analysis

3.1.1 Conditions

The Apollo-11 mission can be broadly separated into 8 stages as shown in Fig. 3.1 starting

from launch of the spacecraft on Earth. In each stage, astronauts experience various types

and levels of physical and cognitive stress. For example, astronauts were experience g-force

with up to 4g during launch, and 1/6g while on the moon (including landing and launch from

the moon), and zero-g (weightless) during other times for the Apollo-11 mission. Another
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Table 3.1. Apollo-11 dataset used for analysis

G-force

Atmospheric

Pressure

Atmospheric

Composition

Speech

Samples

Speech

Sources

Armstrong Aldrin Collins

Earth 1 g 14.7 PSI O2(21%)+N2(78%) 17 min 15 min 5 min Postflight interview

Launch 1-4 g 5 PSI O2(100%) 1 min N/A N/A Stage 1

Travel zero 5 PSI O2(100%) 68 min 98 min 95 min Stage 2,3,4,5,7,8

Moon 1/6 g 3.5 PSI O2(100%) 12 min 19 min N/A Stage 6

physical stress on astronauts include mission task stress, as well as environmental pressure,

since the atmosphere pressure during Apollo 11 is di↵erent from that on Earth. Both g-

force and environmental pressures could e↵ect human respiratory system and therefore the

astronauts’ speech production physiology.

To be able to classify various environmental conditions, we categorize audio from all stages

as well as those recorded on Earth into 4 conditions as summarized in Table 3.1. During

each condition, astronauts experience di↵erent types of stress in terms of g-force as well as

breathing conditions. Speech samples on Earth are from post-flight interview recordings of

the astronauts representing the voice produced within neutral environment of Earth. Note

that speech samples of Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins are not available for the phase of

Launch. This is because most communication during launch of the spacecraft are between

mission commander Neil Armstrong and NASA Mission Control Center on the ground. Also

note that the speech samples of Michael Collins are not available for the space phase on the

moon, since only Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin landed on the moon while Michael Collins

orbited the moon. All speech samples used in our experiments are pure speech signals with

silence removed beforehand. The silence of speech signals are recognized according to the

speech and non-speech segmentation information within the corrected transcriptions The

length of available speech samples for each condition after silence removal is also listed in

Table 3.1.
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3.1.2 Fundamental Frequency

The fundamental frequency present during voiced speech is associated with the vocal fold

vibration frequency. The vocal folds vibrate as the air pressure from the lungs passes through

vocal folds where the frequency is determined by the glottal aerodynamics as well as vocal fold

physiology. Both the properties of air (pressure, component, velocity, and density) and vocal

folds (mass, length, elasticity, and compliance) have a direct influence on the fundamental

frequency. In addition, an intensional increase or decrease of sub glottal pressure during

speech production could also result in variation of fundamental frequency. Therefore, the

variations of fundamental frequency is the one of most significant indications of changes in

the speech production system. Previous studies have successfully shown that fundamental

frequency are sensitive to speaking style, emotion, cognitive stress as well as physical stress

(Lieberman and Michaels, 1962; Streeter et al., 1983; Hansen, 1988; Godin and Hansen,

2011).

In this experiment, various characteristics relating to fundamental frequency such as

distribution and moments are analyzed. The estimation of fundamental frequency from

speech signal is obtained using robust algorithm for pitch tracking (RATP) (Talkin, 1995)

within Entropic Speech Processing System (ESPS) of WaveSurfer. RAPT is state of the

art pitch estimation algorithm based on autocorrelation as well as dynamic programming.

It is a robust pitch estimation algorithm that commonly preferred for noisy speech. In our

experiments, fundamental frequency is estimated every 10ms with an analysis window of

75ms. The range of fundamental frequency for estimation process is set between 75 Hz to

350 Hz.

The mean and standard deviation of fundamental frequency for all phases across the

Apollo-11 mission are summarized in Table 3.2. Fig. 3.2 shows the distributions of funda-

mental frequency, while Fig. 3.3 shows the corresponding box plots. From the results in

Table 3.2, it is observed that the mean and standard deviation of fundamental frequency of
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Table 3.2. Mean and standard deviation of fundamental frequency across all conditions.

Armstrong Aldrin Collins
mean std mean std mean std

Earth 116.24 18.52 104.07 15.60 105.07 15.46
Launch 137.73 26.20 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Travel 128.36 21.79 117.02 23.09 127.43 24.08
Moon 143.04 20.18 111.06 23.78 N/A N/A

Figure 3.2. The distributions of fundamental frequency without prior assumption of its
underlying statistical distribution

Figure 3.3. Box-and-Whisker plot indicating the median, quartiles, as well as smallest and
greatest values of the distribution of fundamental frequency. Star indicates statistical signif-
icantce (p < 0.05) when compared with baseline Earth condition.

the three astronauts are consistently higher during various phases of the Apollo-11 mission

(Launch, Travel, and Moon) versus when on Earth in neutral condition. It can be also ob-

served that the fundamental frequency of Armstrong’s voice was significantly higher when

on the moon compared to any other phases of the mission. The relative increase in Arm-

strong’s fundamental frequency is approximately 23% while on the moon and 10% during

other phases of space mission when compared to his voice on Earth. While it is obvious that

Armstrong’s fundamental frequency varied significantly when he was on the Moon, the same
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was not observed for the other astronaut, Buzz Aldrin, who was also on the Moon. The

relative increase of Buzz Aldrin’s fundamental frequency in space is an approximate of 7%

while on the moon and 12% during other phases of the space mission.

In addition, a single factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine

the significance of various space conditions on each astronauts’ fundamental frequency. Fol-

lowing the ANOVA, we performed a post-hoc pairwise comparing test to determine if the

fundamental frequency in any of two space conditions are significantly di↵erent. The results

indicate a significant e↵ect (p < 0.05) of di↵erent space conditions on all three astronauts’

fundamental frequency. The post-hoc pair-wise comparison indicates that the fundamental

frequency of astronauts’ voice is significantly (p < 0.05) di↵erent when comparing any of

two di↵erent space conditions (including baseline Earth condition).

3.1.3 Formant Frequency

In the previous section, the analysis of astronaut speech production focused on voice excita-

tion/source parameters. Another main component of speech production is the configuration

and dynamic movement of articulators which shape the spectral structures of sound originat-

ing from the glottal excitation. One popular method to understand vocal tract characteristic

is through formant location analysis. Formants represent the natural resonant peaks of the

spectral envelope, and therefore represent a core property of the vocal tract. It has also been

shown that formant locations will vary based on the speed of sound and air density within

the vocal tract when the environment changes (i.e., helium speech (Beil, 1962)).

To understand variations of vocal tract parameters during space travel, we compute the

average of the first and second formant (F1 and F2) of vowel /AA/, and the average of F1 of

vowels /AE/, /EH/, /UW/. We only consider the F2 of vowel /AA/ as the estimation of F2

from other vowels are not su�ciently reliable. The number of samples/frames of each vowel

used in our analysis could be found in Table. 3.3. The mean of the first and second formant
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of vowel /AA/ across all phases of the Apollo-11 mission are listed in Table 3.4. The mean

of first formant of the other three vowels are listed in Table 3.5. Fig. 3.4 show a plot of the

F1 vs. F2 spectral locations ellipses for the distributions of vowel /AA/. From Table 3.4

and Fig. 3.4, it can be seen that both frequency locations of F1 and F2 of vowel /AA/ are

consistently greater during space mission compared to neutral baseline condition on Earth.

Table 3.3. The number of samples/frames of four di↵erent vowels in each condition.

Armstrong Aldrin Collins

Earth Travel Moon Earth Travel Moon Earth Travel Moon

/AA/ 458 1301 273 455 3097 586 145 2682 N/A

/AE/ 503 1723 457 507 2406 635 136 3202 N/A

/EH/ 945 2580 593 636 3498 956 234 3152 N/A

/UH/ 486 1264 183 555 1436 369 115 2500 N/A

Table 3.4. The mean of first (F1) and second (F2) formant location of vowel /AA/ of three
astronauts’ voices from Apollo-11.

/AA/

Armstrong Aldrin Collins

F1 F2 F1 F2 F1 F2

Earth 641.7 1192.4 619.0 1231.3 632.2 1309.0

Travel 694.8 1254.8 746.3 1318.7 707.5 1333.3

Moon 691.2 1220.6 747.0 1308.1 N/A N/A

The frequency location of F1 and F2 of the astronauts are slightly lower when they were

on the Moon compared to other times during space travel. This variation in F1 and F2 are

consistent for all three astronauts. In a similar manner, Table 3.5 indicates that the first

formant of the other three vowels are also consistently greater during phases of the space

mission. For the result with vowel /AA/, the F1 location for the astronauts are slightly lower
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Figure 3.4. Ellipses fit to the distribution of F1 and F2 of vowel /AA/ for each of three
condition of Apollo-11.

Table 3.5. The mean of first formant (F1) location of three vowels (/AE/, /EH/ and /UW/)
of three astronauts’ voices from Apollo-11.

/AE/ /EH/ /UW/
Armstrong Aldrin Collins Armstrong Aldrin Collin Armstrong Aldrin Collins

Earth 530.7 559.9 553.1 513.2 500.3 521.3 398.6 379.5 402.3
Travel 656.1 726.0 675.0 633.2 657.1 684.5 534.6 522.2 567.4
Moon 642.5 728.9 N/A 597.8 631.0 N/A 502.3 532.7 N/A

when they were on the Moon compared to others stages of space travel, except for vowels

/AE/ and /UW/ of astronaut Aldrin’s speech.

To further determine the significance of such variation within F1 and F2 during di↵erent

phases space mission, we performed a analysis of variance (ANOVA) test using space mission

condition as main analysis factor. Note that the ANOVA test is performed on each of

three astronaut F1 and F2 location independently. After ANOVA test, a post-hoc pairwise

comparison was also performed to determine if significant di↵erence is observed on each

of two space mission conditions. The results indicate that di↵erent space conditions has

significant (p < 0.05) e↵ect on F1 locations of all four vowels /AA/, /AE/, /EH/, /UW/,

and F2 locations of vowel /AA/. And the results are consistent for all three astronauts. The

post-hoc comparison results indicate that the F1 and F2 locations of all four vowels being

analyzed are significantly di↵erent (p < 0.05) in all phases of space missions compared to
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their baseline voice samples collected on Earth condition On the other hand, no significant

di↵erence (p > 0.05) is observed for all astronauts’ F1 locations of vowel /AA/ on the Moon

when compared with other phases of space mission (not including Earth condition).

3.1.4 Maximum Likelihood Frequency Warping (MLFW) Based Analysis

Most analysis dealing with vocal tract variations under non-neutral conditions have been

constrained to formant locations as well as vowel space movement. Such types of analysis

require a reliance on the accuracy of the estimated formant locations. However, the quality

of many actual historical recordings of speech are not su�cient enough to generate reliable

formant estimation. This is because formant location estimations are based on the accurate

detection of spectral peaks which can smear as audio quality degrades. Therefore, the use

of formant estimation in such scenarios require more scientific caution.

In this chapter, we propose a novel maximum likelihood frequency warping (MLFW)

based analysis method to characterize the vocal tract spectrum characteristic of individual

astronauts during phases of space flight. Compared to formant frequency estimation, the

MLFW based analysis focus on the overall displacement of vocal spectrum. MLFW based

techniques, such as vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) (Lee and Rose, 1996), have been

widely applied in the community of speech recognition to mitigate the mismatch brought

on by any frequency o↵set associated with vocal tract length di↵erences between speakers.

The motivation of MLFW based analysis is to detect the vocal tract spectrum shift caused

by vocal tract variations in a maximum likelihood fashion. Compared to formant estimation

which relies on the peaks of spectrum, the MLFW based analysis is focused on the overall

shape of the vocal tract spectrum. Other methods such as built in speaker normalization

(BISN) (Yapanel and Hansen, 2008) achieve direct normalization during feature extraction

such as PMVDR features (Yapanel and Hansen, 2008).
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We define frequency warping on the frequency axis with a warping factor ↵ as:

Fwarped = F ⇥ ↵,

(3.1)

where F and Fwarped represents frequency axis before and after frequency warping respec-

tively. The warping factor ↵ is the parameter that is used to control the frequency warping.

Given new data, the frequency warping factor ↵ is estimated by optimizing the probability

of the new observed data using a maximum likelihood criterion as:

↵̂ = argmax
↵

P (x↵|⇥), (3.2)

where ⇥ represents the parameters of a pre-trained Gaussian mixture model (GMM). In this

experiment, the features from the astronauts’ voices on Earth are used for GMM modeling.

Here, x↵ represents the features with warping factor ↵ to be evaluated on the trained GMM.

The features x↵ in this experiment are derived from astronauts’ voices during space mission

by frequency warping.

The concept of maximum likelihood based feature warping is demonstrated in Fig. 3.5.

The warping factor ↵ normally ranges from 0.8 to 1.2 in our experiments, and reflects how

we shift the vocal tract spectrum of the test data to match against the GMM model trained

on Earth condition. For example, an optimal ↵ with an value close to 1 indicates a relatively

small amount of displacement of the vocal tract spectrum. When the optimal ↵ value is

smaller than one, it indicates the vocal tract spectrum from space conditions have to be

compressed towards lower frequencies to be matched with Earth condition. In other words,

the vocal tract spectrum in space conditions has been stretched towards higher frequencies.

On the other hand, when optimal ↵ value is higher than one, it indicates the vocal tract

spectrum have been compressed towards lower frequencies in space conditions.
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Figure 3.5. Left: concept of frequency warping. Right: illustration of frequency warping
e↵ect on spectra.

Vowel Space MLFW Analysis

Here, the focus for MLFW analysis will be on four vowels /AA/, /AE/, /EH/ and /UW/ as

in the previous section. Only the lower frequency subband 50-1000Hz, in accordance with

F1, is considered in this study. Specifically, ten uniformly distributed triangular filter banks

with 50% overlap between two consecutive was applied. The width of each triangular filter

banks are 95 Hz. The number of filter banks was selected in order to avoid the e↵ects of

pitch excitation structure. The output from filter banks of each frame are then normalized

to have zero mean and unit variance. The purpose of such normalization is to focus more

on the overall shapes of frequency output. In this experiment, voice samples of each vowel

belonging to each individual astronaut are collected separately to achieve speaker dependent

maximum likelihood frequency warping (MLFW) analysis.

After extracting subband features, a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) will be trained on

each vowel using astronaut voice samples collected on Earth. Note that the frequency warp-
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ing will only be applied to conditions associated with di↵erent phases of the space mission.

The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the degree to which the vocal tract spectrum

displaced in space compared to speech production on Earth. For each vowel associated with

each space phase, the maximum likelihood frequency warping factor ↵̂ is obtained with a

grid search that maximizes the posterior probabilities P (x↵|⇥) as in Eq. 3.2. Fig. 3.6 is an

illustration of the correlation between the frequency warping factor and P (x↵|⇥) from the F1

subband of vowel /EH/. As can be observed from Fig. 3.6, the optimal frequency warping

factor ↵̂ for Earth condition is 1 as the GMM model was trained on the same condition.

However, for the other two conditions associated with space, the optimal frequency warping

factor ↵̂ is observed to be less than 1. Since the frequency warping factor ↵ indicates the

compression or expansion of spectrum, it indicates that the voice spectrum of the lower

subband for vowel /EH/ from space must be compressed to optimally match the test speech

from space with the GMM model trained on the neutral condition on Earth. In other words,

the lower subband for the vowel /EH/ observed in astronauts’ voices in space conditions

was observed to be stretched towards higher frequencies compared to their normal voice

counterparts on Earth.

We performed MLFW analysis on the same vowels as in formant analysis from Sec. 3.1.3.

Fig. 3.7 shows the optimal frequency warping factor ↵̂ for four vowels examined in this

experiment. It can be observed that the first subband is stretched towards higher frequencies

in vowels /AE/, /EH/ and /UW/. This result is also consistent with results from Table 3.5,

where the frequency locations of the same vowels are shifted toward upper frequencies.

However, the same consistent observation could not obtained for vowel /AA/, where the

MLFW analysis indicates a compression of vocal tract spectrum toward lower frequencies.

3.1.5 Acoustic Model Analysis

While the analysis of the voice source and vocal tract characteristics are important for

understanding speech production variation in space, real world speech applications will be
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Figure 3.6. Illustration of posterior probabilies P (x↵|⇥) as a function of frequency warping
factor ↵ for lower subband of vowel /EH/. The triangular points in the plot indicates the
location of optimal frequency warping ↵̂ of corresponding conditions.

Figure 3.7. Optimal frequency warping factor of four vowels /AA/, /AE/, /EH/ and /UW/
from three astroauts.

impacted primarily by the robustness of the acoustic model in non-neutral environmental

conditions. In this section, the variations of astronaut acoustic models will be assessed during
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the various phases of a space mission. The main purpose of this analysis is to explore the

challenges of e↵ective automatic speaker tracking within audio stream during space missions.

The evaluation is performed using two alternative acoustical modeling approaches, Gaus-

sian mixture model-universal background model (GMM-UBM) and the i-Vector framework,

which has been employed widely in the speaker verification and identification area. Specif-

ically, we utilize the symmetric Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence as a distance metric for

assessing the acoustic distance between individual acoustic models (GMM-UBM) for di↵er-

ent space conditions. For i-Vector based acoustical modeling, we use the cosine distances

of the i-Vectors as a similarity measure between individual acoustic models of the specific

space conditions.

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence using a GMM-UBM acoustic model

The GMM-UBM based speaker representation (Reynolds et al., 2000) is one of the most

popular speaker modeling approaches in the area of speaker verification and identification.

In this paradigm, a universal background model is first modeled with a broad speaker popu-

lation to e↵ectively represent the global acoustic phoneme space. The universal background

model is itself a Gaussian mixture model and therefore is trained with the Expectation-

Maximization (EM) algorithm. After training the UBM, a speaker specific acoustic model

is achieved by adapting the trained UBM using speech data from the same speaker using

Maximum a Posteriori Probability (MAP) adaptation.

In this experiment, speech samples from each condition are partitioned into a sequence

of 60-seconds blocks.1 For each 60-second speech block, 36 dimensional MFCC features are

extracted with overlapping windows of 25 msec. We use features extracted from the Fisher

English training speech corpus to train the UBM. A moderate number of 512 mixtures are

1The number of 60-seconds blocks used for each condition could be referred from the amount of audio
available for each conditions listed in Table. 3.1
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adopted for modeling the UBM. After achieving the GMM-UBM model for each speech block

with MAP adaptation, a cross comparison between models is achieved with a symmetric

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence measure. The KL divergence is a popular and robust

method for measuring the distances between two probability density functions. As the KL

divergence between two GMMs is not tractable, we use an approximate KL divergence as

developed in (Hershey and Olsen, 2007). The KL-distance computed from the collection

of all speech blocks within that environmental space condition for each astronaut are then

averaged.

The results of the cross comparison between 60-second blocks are plotted in Fig. 3.8.

Since the symmetric KL divergence is used for computing the distance between two models,

the resulting matrix of cross comparisons is also symmetric. It is observed from Fig. 3.8

that the distance between models trained from Earth and the other space conditions during

Apollo-11 mission is obviously greater than the rest (i.e., this is a significant change in the

speaker’s acoustic profile between earch and space).

Figure 3.8. Cross comparison of GMM-UBM models trained from di↵erent conditions of
Apollo-11 using KL divergence.
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i-Vector based speaker identification

To measure the degree to which the astronaut acoustic model variation could a↵ect the

speaker tracking system, we perform a close-set speaker identification experiment to identify

three astronaut based on their voice. Specifically, three di↵erent scenarios are considered.

These include two matched conditions where the astronauts’ acoustic model is trained with

their voice samples either on Earth or in space, and tested with voice samples from the

same conditions. For the third scenarios, we consider one mismatched conditions where the

astronaut acoustic model is trained with their voice from on Earth and tested with their

voice from space. For all scenarios, astronaut acoustic model is trained with 2 mins of audio

samples, and the test utterance is constrained to be 2 seconds (pure speech with no silence)

to avoid the factor of duration mismatch when comparing speaker identification performance

in di↵erent scenarios. The state of the art i-vector based speaker recognition system (Dehak

et al., 2011; Hasan et al., 2013) is used for our speaker identification experiments.

In i-Vector based speaker modeling, the speaker identity features are represented in a

lower dimensional total variability space T ,

M = m+ Tw,

(3.3)

whereM andm represented the mean vectors of speaker-dependent and speaker-independent

GMM, and w represents i-Vector of the corresponding speaker. The concept underlying total

variability space is that the between-speaker variations can be constrained to reside in a lower

dimensional subspace of the GMM-UBM mean vectors, which could be estimated using a

maximum likelihood criterion. In our experiment, the i-Vector dimensionality is set to 32.

Classification is based on cosine distance similarity (CDS) scoring.

The results of speaker identification experiments are presented in Table. 3.6. It is observed

from Table. 3.6 that the speaker identification in matched condition could achieve relatively

high accuracy due to limited number of speakers in our experiments. However, even for such
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Table 3.6. Results of speaker identification of three astronauts for both matched and mis-
matched conditions. The first column is the condition on where the astronauts’ acoustic
models are trained. And the second column is the condition where the test utterances is
taken from. The third column is the accuracy of speaker identification on each scenario.
Note that the space condition includes all phases of space mission including the condition
on the moon.

Train Test Accuracy

Earth Earth 94%

Space Space 78%

Earth Space 64%

small number speaker identification task, the performance drops significantly when the test

utterances are from space. The lowest performance occurs when the astronauts’ acoustic

model is trained on Earth, while the test utterance is from di↵erent phases of space mission.

Such di↵erence within astronaut acoustic model indicates a significant change of individual

astronauts acoustic profile during space travel.

3.2 Summary and Discussion

The chapter has assessed the range of speech production variations of astronaut speech in

space using historical audio recordings from the NASA Apollo-11 mission. The overarching

goal has been to understand changes in human speech production while in space, which could

potentially be of use for extended deep space missions to Mars. First, an evaluation was

performed to understand the variation of astronaut fundamental frequency in space. The

current study was organized into a sequence of speech analyses to explore and uncover po-

tential productions variations. The result indicated that both mean and standard deviation

of all three astronauts fundamental frequency increased during all phases of the Apollo-11

mission compared to those estimated from post-flight interview audio on Earth. While all

astronauts fundamental frequency did increase in space, the greatest change (relative 23%
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increase) was observed for Neil Armstrong when he was on the Moon. This result in funda-

mental frequency indicates the existence of speech source variation during astronaut voice

production in space conditions.

Next, in terms of vocal tract speech production characteristic in space conditions, formant

locations was first analyzed. The experimental result from four individual vowels /AA/,

/AE/, /EH/ and /UW/ across the available corpus indicates a substantial increase in the

first formant location under space conditions. Due to the lack of robustness in estimating

the second formant in many vowels, only the vowel /AA/ was used for evaluation of second

formant location change. The result showed that the second formant location of /AA/ also

increased under in space conditions.

To be able to evaluate the vocal tract spectrum from another perspective, an evaluation

approach was proposed and termed maximum likelihood frequency warping (MLFW) based

vocal tract spectrum analysis. The di↵erence in MLFW based analysis compared with

direct location formant analysis is that the focus now shifts to the overall shape of the vocal

spectrum instead of the peak locations. The results from MLFW also indicate that the

lower frequency subband (50-1000(Hz)) of astronaut voice frequencies were stretched toward

higher frequencies for vowels /AE/, /EH/ and /UW/. However, the similar observation

could not be found on vowel /AA/, where the overall shape of vocal tract spectrum seems

to be compressed toward lower frequencies.

While the variations observed in fundamental frequencies as well as vocal tract spec-

trum clearly indicates a distinct and consistent change in the astronaut speech production

mechanism in space, it is impractical to pinpoint the exact stress factor this change could

be attributed to. Since both the g-force and atmospheric environment are the major dif-

ferences between Earth and all phases of space travel during astronaut voice production, it

is reasonable to hypothesize that the variations within astronaut speech production could

be influenced by those factors to some extent. However, based on the currently available
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database, it is extremely di�cult to isolate other specific influences such as cognitive stress

and speaking style as to the contribution of astronaut speech variation in space. For exam-

ple, the astronauts emotional states might be di↵erent during Apollo-11 mission, especially

some key moments such as launching of spacecraft, lunar landing, and also during Neil

Armstrong’s first step on the moon.

Due to the observed speech pronunciation, it can be easily hypothesized that the change

of astronaut speech production system in space will result in variations of any automatic

astronaut voice acoustic models for speech or language technology. As the acoustic model

of astronaut speech will be directly applied for speech applications in space, especially for

automatic speaker tracking, the variations of astronaut acoustic models in space was also

evaluated based on KL divergence of GMM-UBM model and speaker identification with i-

Vector extraction frameworks. The results on both modeling approached indicated that the

acoustic models varied significantly in space.
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CHAPTER 4

ACTIVE LEARNING BASED CONSTRAINED CLUSTERING FOR

SPEAKER DIARIZATION

4.1 Introduction

Speaker diarization is the process of automatically detecting who spoke when in an audio

sequence (see Fig. 4.1). With an increasing amount of audio resources, speaker diariza-

tion becomes an important technology in many applications such as information retrieval

(Huijbregts, 2008), meeting annotations (Anguera et al., 2007; Janin et al., 2004), and con-

versation analysis (Vinyals and Friedland, 2008). Recently, speaker diarization has largely

been applied for Rich Transcription (RT), where it plays the role of providing speaker indexes

and other auxiliary information for improved speech-to-text transcriptions.

Figure 4.1. Illustration of speaker diarization output. An audio sequence is separated into
four individual audio streams after applying speaker diarization where each of them including
audios from single speaker only.

As a sequential process, speaker diarization normally involves several components such

as voiced activity detection (VAD), speaker change detection (segmentation), clustering,
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and re-segmentation (Reynolds and Torres-Carrasquillo, 2005; Tranter and Reynolds, 2006;

Anguera et al., 2012). Among theses components, the core part of speaker diarization is

clustering, where segments originated from the same audio sources such as speaker, music,

and noise, are grouped together. Due to its significance, various speaker clustering solutions

have been proposed. Theses include, but are not limited to, bottom-up approach (Wooters

and Huijbregts, 2008; Vijayasenan et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2010), also known as agglomerative

hierarchical clustering (AHC), top-down approach (Meignier et al., 2006; Bozonnet et al.,

2010; Shum et al., 2013), and recently proposed global optimization approaches (Rouvier

and Meignier, 2012; Dupuy et al., 2014).

Bottom-up clustering is in general the most popular strategy among various clustering

solutions. It starts by treating each individual segment, obtained in the segmentation stage,

as separate clusters, and iteratively merging the closest two clusters until a specified stopping

criteria is satisfied. While not as popular as its counterpart, the top-down approach has

also been widely applied and some studies have reported that it could achieves comparable

results with bottom-up clustering (Evans et al., 2012). Di↵erent from a bottom-up based

approach, top-down clustering starts from modeling the entire audio as a single model and

iteratively splitting the model into sub clusters until a stopping criteria is met. Despite their

di↵erences, both bottom-up and top-down based approaches are iterative processes and have

the drawback of error propagation. A recently proposed clustering algorithm, Integer Linear

Programming (ILP)(Rouvier and Meignier, 2012; Dupuy et al., 2014), attempts to overcome

this drawback by finding the cluster assignments that minimize the within-cluster dispersion.

While the ILP based solution can avoid the drawbacks of error propagation, it must start

with initial clusters containing a su�cient number of samples in order to model its attributes

(e.g., i-Vector). Therefore, ILP is mostly performed after bottom-up clustering.

Along with the development in speaker clustering, the distance metrics used for measur-

ing whether two segments belong to the same class, have also made significant improvement
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from the original Bayesian informative criteria (BIC) (Chen and Gopalakrishnan, 1998; Zhou

and Hansen, 2005, 2000), generalized log-likelihood ratio (GLR) (Solomono↵ et al., 1998),

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Siegler et al., 1997), to the more recent i-Vector based

distances such as cosine distance score (CDS) (Dehak et al., 2011) and probabilistic linear

discriminant analysis (PLDA) based distance (Prince and Elder, 2007; Kenny, 2010). Other

alternative distance metrics based on information theoretic frameworks, have also been pro-

posed and showed competitive results (Vijayasenan et al., 2009).

Despite the success of recent improvement on speaker clustering algorithms, distance

computations, as well as other non-trivial components, speaker diarization still remains a

challenging task in many real-word applications. This is especially true when the audio qual-

ity is suboptimal or the speech communication comprises large proportions of fast speaker

turns and short homogeneous speech segments. For example, diarization of telephone con-

versations are notably more challenging compared with broadcast news diarization or many

meeting room diarization tasks.

Due to the limitations within current speaker diarization systems using exclusively au-

dio/speech information, a number of recent studies have proposed to exploit auxiliary in-

formation for improved speaker diarization performance. For example, linguist information

such as speaker name occurring patterns, are extracted from speech transcripts to provide ad-

ditional information during speaker clustering (Canseco-Rodriguez et al., 2004). The speech

transcript could be obtained from a manual transcriptions as well as automatic speech recog-

nition (ASR). Another important supplementary information that is present in many speaker

diarization applications is the visual information. Audio-visual speaker diarization has also

been studied (Friedland et al., 2009; Noulas et al., 2012). However, these auxiliary informa-

tion are obtainable only in certain scenarios and are not applicable to the broad category of

speaker diarization applications.

In this chapter, we propose an active learning based bottom-up speaker clustering algo-

rithm that e↵ectively utilizes human input to improve speaker diarization performance. Our
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proposed algorithm is based on the assumption that human input could be engaged during

the speaker diarization process in certain applications. This scenario is especially plausible

if small amounts of human engagement could bring significant performance improvements.

Another assumption we made in this study is that the human performs better than machine

when answering the question of whether a given segment pair is from the same speaker or not.

This assumption is based on the results from previous studies that while current automatic

speaker recognition systems showed comparable performance with human in a clean speech

condition, in adverse conditions humans significantly outperform a machine (Wenndt and

Mitchell, 2012; Schmidt-Nielsen, Schmidt-Nielsen). In addition, many audio streams contain

a higher level information of such as video, spoken names, and contextual informations that

could e↵ectively be employed by a human in performing assistive speaker recognition.

While humans can e↵ectively determine whether two segments belong to the same speaker,

tagging ground truth speaker labels of an audio stream containing a large number of par-

ticipants is a significantly more di�cult task. This is due to limitations in how humans

remember voices from unfamiliar speakers. Therefore, the comprehensive labeling of speaker

index for these tasks should be achieved by answering a series of queries: where a yes or no

type question is suggested for a given pair of segments if they belong to the same speaker or

not. The total number of queries for obtaining perfect clustering results require a human to

evaluate
N(N � 1)

2
queries in the worst case scenario, where N indicates the total number

of speech segments (Shum et al., 2014). Therefore, an e↵ective active query selection strat-

egy is necessary in order to practically employ human input to boost speaker diarization

performance.

To e↵ectively employ human input, we first need to identify which parts of speaker

clustering components could bring the largest improvement in overall speaker diarization

performance. A recent study (Sinclair and King, 2013) evaluated several key components for

speaker diarization and concluded that initial speaker models from pure and reliably labeled
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data could lead to a significant improvement in overall speaker diarization performance.

Motivated by this study, we designed our active learning algorithm to quickly discover all or

a majority of the speakers in an audio stream in the explore phase, and initiate speaker models

using reliably labeled speech segments. We also propose to perform constrained clustering

after the explore stage, where initial clusters from the explore stages, will constrained not

to be merged with each other. The proposed algorithms could also be interpreted as a

way of turning unsupervised speaker clustering problems into a slightly supervised or semi-

supervised close-set speaker identification task (Zhu et al., 2005), with speaker model updates

occuring at each iteration.

In addition to the use of active learning for improved bottom-up speaker clustering, we

also investigate the use of active learning for cluster reassignment after the completion of the

clustering process. The objective of the proposed active learning based cluster reassignment,

is to actively select certain speech segments with clustered labels for human evaluation and

reassignment. The essence of active learning based cluster reassignment is to e↵ectively

locate the most informative segments. In this chapter, we select speech segments with the

largest expected speaker error as candidates for human evaluation and correction.

To summarize, in this chapter, we investigate the use of active learning for speaker di-

arization. We propose two alternative strategies where active learning will be employed for

bottom-up speaker clustering and post-clustering reassignment, respectively. The remain-

der of this chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 4.2, we introduce previous studies on

the applications of active learning for bottom-up clustering. In Sec. 4.3, we presents an

overview of the baseline bottom-up speaker clustering algorithm based on an i-Vector co-

sine distance score (CDS), which serves as our baseline system. In Sec. 4.4 and Sec. 4.5,

we describe our proposed active learning algorithms for bottom-up speaker clustering and

post-clustering cluster reassignment, respectively. We present the experiments and obtained

results in Sec. 4.6 and Sec. 4.7, and finally highlight algorithm advancements and impact,

and summarize chapter findings in Sec. 4.8.
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4.2 Related Work: Active Learning

Active learning based constrained clustering has been extensively studied for image cluster-

ing tasks (Guo and Greiner, 2007; Vijayanarasimhan et al., 2010; Biswas and Jacobs, 2014)

and in the broader area of data mining (Basu et al., 2004; Mallapragada et al., 2008). A

number of algorithms have been proposed to use active learning for clustering unlabeled

data with “human in the loop”. The key idea behind these algorithms is to actively select

pairs of appropriate data for human to provide answers in the form of a binary: yes or no

response. Most algorithms in these studies target flat clustering approaches such as k-means

clustering, and normally are composed of two stages: explore and consolidate (Basu et al.,

2004; Mallapragada et al., 2008). The purpose of the explore phase is to find the centroids

of unique clusters, while the aim of the consolidate stage is to locate the most informative

data pairs for human labeling. While the fundamental problem of these studies is similar

to the problem we have in speaker diarization, active learning for speaker diarization is a

more challenging task due to the reasons listed below. First, di↵erent from flat clustering,

hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) in speaker diarization requires one to iteratively

update the cluster statistics at each iteration. Therefore, the decisions in the current itera-

tion are correlated to the decisions made in previous iterations, and therefore it is di�cult

to quantify the importance of each query pair during clustering due to such dependencies.

Another important di↵erence is that, the total number of cluster centroids in speaker di-

arization are unknown most of time. Due to these di↵erences, a direct replication of active

learning algorithms developed in these studies is not viable for speaker diarization.

On the other hand, only a limited number of studies in the area of speaker diarization,

have investigated the use of active learning. For example, the study in (Shum et al., 2014) has

proposed to use active learning to obtain background speaker labels from unlabeled data for

training a PLDA system. While the study in (Shum et al., 2014) bears some similarity to our

current study, the ultimate goal of (Shum et al., 2014) was to locate reliable samples su�cient
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enough to train a PLDA system to improve speaker recognition, rather than clustering the

entire dataset as in speaker diairization. Another study that employs active learning for

speaker diarization is (Mateusz et al., 2014). However, the criteria of active selection for

human labeling in (Mateusz et al., 2014) is simply based on the length of speech segments,

which is not applicable in many speaker diarization scenarios where the variance of segment

length is small.

4.3 Baseline System: Diarization

The baseline speaker diarization system used in this chapter, is a bottom-up speaker clus-

tering algorithm with an i-Vector cosine distance score (CDS) as the distance metric. In

this section, we briefly discuss i-Vector extraction, CDS measure and the overall bottom-up

speaker clustering process.

4.3.1 i-Vector extraction

@2014 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from C. Yu, G. Liu, S. Hahm, and J. H. L. Hansen,

”Uncertainty Propagation in Front End Factor Analysis For Noise Robust Speaker Recogni-

tion,” in ICASSP, pp 4017-4021, 2014

In an i-Vector extraction framework, speaker and channel dependent GMM supervectors

are modeled as follows:

M = m+ Tw,

(4.1)

where m is the supervector obtained from the universal background model (UBM), T is the

low rank total variability matrix representing the basis of the reduced total variability space,

and w is the low rank factor loadings referred to as i-Vectors.
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The estimation of the total variability matrix T employs Expectation Maximization (EM)

as described in (Kenny et al., 2005). After training the total variability matrix, the i-

Vector of a given speech utterance is extracted as the conditional expectation of the i-Vector

distribution given the observation features:

w

⇤
s = E[P (ws|Xs)], (4.2)

where w⇤
s is the i-Vector of the given speech utterance s, Xs is the clean observation features,

P (ws|Xs) is the conditional distribution of the i-Vector given the observation features, and

E[·] indicates the expectation. Finally, the i-Vector of the given speech utterance can be

represented using the Baum-Welch zeroth (Ns) and centralized first (Fs) order statistics,

w

⇤
s = (T 0

Ns⌃
�1

T + I)�1

T⌃�1

Fs, (4.3)

where ⌃ is the covariance matrix obtained from the UBM model and I is the identity matrix.

4.3.2 Cosine Distance Score

A comparison of i-Vectors from two di↵erent segments could be successfully achieved with

a simple cosine similarity measure. The cosine distance score between two vectors could be

expressed as follows:

score(wi, wj) =
w

T
i · wj

||wi||·||wj||
.

(4.4)

Note that, the score of the cosine distance ranges between [-1, 1]. The greater the number

is towards 1, the greater the similarity exists between the two vectors. The cosine distance

score has been a popular metric for speaker recognition in the i-Vector space (Hansen and

Hasan, 2015).

4.3.3 Bottom-up Speaker Clustering

Bottom-up clustering, also known as hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC), has been

the most popular speaker clustering approach used for speaker diarization. It typically starts
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Figure 4.2. Intuitive presentation of bottom-up speaker clustering process.

by treating all homogeneous speech segments as separate clusters, and iteratively merged

pairs of cluster that are close using a metric. In this chapter, for each iteration, we find

two segments that have the highest cosine similarity, and merge them into a single cluster.

After each iteration, i-Vectors are extracted from the updated clusters with newly merged

segments and normalized to have zero mean. We continue the iterations until the CDS of

the two closest cluster reach specified minimum stopping criteria (see Fig. 4.2).

4.4 Active Learning based Speaker Clustering

Due to error propagation characteristics of bottom-up speaker clustering, having a good

initial cluster model plays a significant impact on the final speaker diarization performance.

In this section, we present a detailed description of our proposed active learning strategy for

bottom-up speaker clustering. As noted in the introduction, the proposed algorithm has two
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Figure 4.3. Intuitive presentation of active learning based constrained clustering.

clustering components: explore and constrained clustering . The process of the proposed

algorithm is intuitively illustrated in Fig. 4.3.

4.4.1 “Explore” - Active Learning

The purpose of the explore phase, is to quickly discover all speaker clusters contained within

the audio streams, and find at least one speech segment for each speaker cluster. To achieve

this, we use the farthest first query search (FFQS) proposed by (Basu et al., 2004). During

FFQS, a speech segment is randomly selected from all speech segments to be used as a
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seed segment. The selected speech segment is then used to initialize the first cluster. After

creating the first speaker cluster, the next segment is selected which is farthest from all

existing clusters. The chosen segment is then made available for human comparison to

provide expert input opinion. If the chosen segment belongs to all existing clusters, the new

segment is merged to the corresponding cluster. Otherwise, a new cluster is created from

the selected segment. Note that in order to decide whether a given speech segment belongs

to a target cluster or not, we compose a query pair using the segment in question and the

longest segment within the target cluster. If the answer from this query is “true”, then the

segment belongs to the target cluster, otherwise is is separated. The FFQS process continues

until the pairwise comparison operations reach the specified maximum number defined by

the user. The details of the explore phase is detailed in Algorithm. 1.

Data: Set of speech segments X = {xi}ni=1

, acess to the answers of pairwise queries,
maximum number queries Q user specified.

Result: Ck
k=1

initialized clusters
Start from null cluster C = {};
Select a segment x at random, and create the first cluster as C

1

= {xi}, � 1;
while maximum queries not reached, � < Q do

Find speech segment x� farthest from existing clusters in C, based on i-vector
cosine similarity scores.;
if x� belongs to any clusters in C then

Add speech segment x� to matching cluster
else

Create new cluster Ck with speech segment x�;
end
Increase �, after each query access.

end
Algorithm 1: FFQS with random seed during explore phase.

While the above algorithms can e↵ectively identify and establish the speaker clusters in

the audio streams, its performance varies a lot depending on which seed segment is selected.

This problem is due to the inherent randomness present during initial seed selection. Previous

studies in k-means clustering have revealed that if the initial seed data is closer to actual
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centroids, the procedure is more likely to achieve favorable clustering results (Khan and

Ahmad, 2004). Motivated by this, an initial unsupervised bottom-up clustering process is

performed in our solution, where the centroid segments of these clusters are used as initial

seeds to start the FFQS algorithm for active learning based speaker clustering.

4.4.2 Constrained Merging

After the initial explore phase, standard bottom-up clustering is performed with two im-

portant exceptions. First, the clusters CK
k=1

created during the explore stage are restricted

from merging with each other. Second, the stopping distance threshold during conventional

bottom-up clustering is no longer necessary, as we have assumed all involved speakers are

discovered during the explore phase. Here, bottom-up clustering will continues until only

C

k
k=1

clusters remain.

4.5 Active Learning Based Cluster Reassignment

In the previous section, we proposed to use active learning during the speaker clustering

process. Alternatively, human input could also be involved after clustering, to evaluate and

also repair incorrectly labeled speech segments. This is quite similar to the use of active

learning in automatic speech recognition (ASR), where transcripts of sentences estimated

with less confidence are selected for human inspection to make possible corrections. However,

the same algorithms used for ASR could not be directly applied in speaker diarization for

several reasons. Firstly, the confidence measure used for ASR is not appropriate for speaker

diarization. Moreover, the evaluation and reassignment process of potentially erroneous

segments are also more diverse, and di�cult in speaker diarization.

The proposed active learning based cluster reassignment procedure here has three major

components as shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4. Diagram of active learning based cluster reassignment. The red dotted block is
active learning component where human involves.

4.5.1 Candidate selection

The cluster reassignment solution starts with selecting the candidate speech segments for

human experts to review. In order to e↵ectively select the most informative segments, we

rank order all speech segments in terms of expected speaker error (ESE). In other words,

we select speech segments that will produce the largest expected speaker error reduction. In

this chapter, we compute the expected speaker error for each speech segment as follows.

E(xj) =P (xj|Cj) · Jxj2Cj

+ (1� P (xj|Cj)) · Jxj /2Cj

(4.5)

where xj indicates the jth speech segment, Cj is the cluster assigned to speech segment xj,

P (xj|Cj) is the probability of segment xj belonging to cluster cj, Jxj2Cj is the speaker error

if xj belongs to cluster Cj, and Jxj /2Cj is the speaker error if xj does not belong to cluster

Cj. We could also write this as follows:

Jxj2Cj = 0,

Jxj /2Cj =
djPn
i=1

di

,

(4.6)

where dj is the length of the speech segment xj, and
Pn

i=1

di is the total length sum of all

speech segments in test audio stream.

We compute P (xj|Cj) by modeling a multivariate Gaussian distribution for each C

k
k=1

using the i-Vectors of all the segments of a given cluster. We normalize the probability so
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the sum is one.
kX

i=1

P (xj|Ci) = 1. (4.7)

4.5.2 “Evaluation” - Active Learning

After selecting candidate segments, a human expert will determine whether the given segment

belongs to its assigned cluster. The process of employing human input to decide whether

a segment belongs to a cluster, is more di�cult than the strategy we used in the explore

phase in Sec. 4.4. Here, we can’t simply select a single longest segment as a representative

of the cluster for comparison. This is due to the fact that the chosen longest segment of the

cluster, could be an incorrect assignment. Therefore, we employ a majority voting based

segment cluster evaluation strategy. Under this strategy, the segment in question is paired

with each segment within a target cluster, resulting in multiple query pairs. If a majority of

these answers for the pairs are true (two segments belong to the same cluster), we will make

a decision that the given speech segment has the correct cluster assignment, and vice versa.

While the above strategy is robust for evaluating whether a given segment belongs to

target cluster, it involves a significant number of query pairs for human evaluation. One

heuristic used in our study is to set a maximum query number limit “V ” for each segment

evaluation. We rank speech segments assigned to target cluster by its confidence P (x|c),

and select the top V confident segments as representatives of that cluster. These selected

representative segments will be paired with the test segment for a majority voting based

evaluation.

4.5.3 “Correction” - Active Learning

After detecting segments with incorrect cluster assignments in the evaluation stage, we need

to find the correct cluster designation for these segments. To accomplish this, we employ

an N-best cluster evaluation. We find the N most possible cluster candidates of a given
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segment by ranking the i-Vector Gaussian posterior probabilities P (x|C). Next, the human

expert will evaluate whether the given segment belongs to any of these N clusters, using the

majority voting scheme as in the evaluation stage.

4.6 Test Data

We perform experiments on two di↵erent speech corpora: the CRSS-UTDallas Apollo Mis-

sion Control Center (MCC) audio corpus, and the AMI meeting corpus (McCowan et al.,

2005).

4.7 Experiments and Results

In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate the proposed active learning based

algorithms for speaker diarization. All experiments in our study use diarization error rate

(DER) as the evaluation metric.

4.7.1 System Setup

Segmentation

Since the purpose of this study is to evaluate active learning based bottom-up clustering

strategies, we use reference boundaries to define homogeneous segments. The use of such

Oracle segmentation information in our study is important, as we want to focus only on

the bottom-up clustering strategy, and not introduce irrelevant errors caused by incorrect

segmentation. Previous work has shown that the clustering step for speaker diarization could

be developed independent of other modules (Shum et al., 2013; Sinclair and King, 2013). In

addition, having a fixed segmentation with Oracle pairwise query answers between segments

are needed for developing an active learning based solution in order to avoid expensive human

labeling in the experimental stage.
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i-Vector extraction

The i-Vector is extracted using the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coe�cients (MFCCs). The 13

dimensional MFCC , with delta and delta-delta (39-dim in total) coe�cient are computed

every 10ms using a 25ms analysis window. We use a 512 mixture universal background model

(UBM) trained using the entire corpus data separately for Apollo-11 MCC corpus and the

AMI corpus. The final i-Vector has 32 dimensions after factor analysis based dimension

reduction.

4.7.2 Active Learning Based Speaker Clustering

In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of active learning based speaker clustering

by varying the available amount of Oracle query pairs. Note that the total number of queries

to achieve a perfect clustering result is
N(N � 1)

2
in the worst case, where N is the total

number of segments in the test audio. For all experiments in this study, it is assumed that the

system has access to the reference answers of to selected query pairs, and therefore assumes

no errors from human experts. Future work could explore the impact of human errors for

system evaluation.

Here, we evaluate the proposed algorithm by varying the quantity of query pairs in

proportion to the total number of segments N . For example, if a test audio stream has

N=1000 speech segments, an active learning of 0.1 ·N query pairs means we have access to

100 query pairs out of 1000 ⇤ (1000� 1)/2 total pairs. If we assume each speech segment has

an average length of 2 seconds, the evaluation of 100 query pairs will require approximately

100*2*2 = 400 secs for human evaluation. This is a small amount of human evaluation

time compared to the potential total time required for a human to obtain perfect speaker

diarization: (1000 ⇤ (1000� 1)/2 ⇤ 2 ⇤ 2 = 1998000) sec (or 555 hrs) for this example.

The solid line in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 show the performance of the proposed active learning

based speaker clustering algorithm using alternative amounts of queries. The baseline result
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Figure 4.5. Results of proposed active learning based speaker clustering algorithm on AMI
meeting corpus. The soldi line is the diarization error rate (DER) with constrained clustering,
while the dotted line is result obtained with unconstrained clustering as in baseline speaker
clustering algorithms. Both constrained and unconstrained clustering performed after explore
stage. The horizontal axis is the amount of query pairs proportional to total number of speech
segments N .

is obtained using a conventional bottom-up clustering with i-Vector cosine distance score

(CDS). The first observation here is that the baseline DER in Apollo-MCC (40.63%) is

much higher than that of AMI dataset (10.83%). Such a di↵erence in performance are

expected due to the challenges within the Apollo-MCC dataset. A key outcome here is that

the DER is measurably reduced with a relatively small amount of query pairs. In the case

of the AMI dataset, the DER is reduced from 10.83% to 9.09% (Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 ) , a

relative 16% reduction with only 0.05xN query pairs, while the DER is further reduced to

5.29% with 0.1xN queries.

Moreover, Fig. 4.7 illustrates how the DER of each AMI meeting session improves (or

decreases) using the proposed algorithm. It can be seen that most (8 out of 12) sessions
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Figure 4.6. Results of proposed active learning based speaker clustering algorithm on Apollo
Mission Control Center (Apollo-MCC) audio dataset. The solid line is the diarization error
rate (DER) with constrained clustering, while the dotted line is result obtained with un-
constrained clustering as in baseline speaker clustering algorithms. Both constrained and
unconstrained clustering performed after explore stage. The horizontal axis is the amount
of query pairs proportional to total number of speech segments N .

showed some degree of improvement (3 were significant), with only a small increase in the

DER for other sessions (one showed o change).

In the case of the Apollo-MCC dataset, the proposed algorithm is also capable of e↵ec-

tively reducing the DER, although it requires access to many more queries compared with

the AMI dataset. This points to larger number of participants within Apollo-MCC dataset,

which requires more human input during the explore stage, to discover all involved speakers.

Importance of constrained clustering

We also evaluate the importance of constrained clustering in active learning based speaker

clustering. The dotted lines in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 indicate performance using traditional
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Figure 4.7. The changes of DER on each session of 12-meeting subset of AMI corpus after
applying proposed active learning algorithms.

bottom-up clustering without any constraints in merging, after the explore stage. Solid

lines in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 show the performance with constrained clustering. In comparing

these two results, we see that it is extremely important to perform constrained clustering.

Only a small improvement in the AMI dataset and nearly no improvement in speaker diariza-

tion is observed if constrained clustering is not applied. This indicates that our proposed

active learning based speaker diarization essentially transforms an unsupervised speaker di-

arization task into something similar to a supervised close-set speaker identification task,

and therefore achieves significant overall improvement.

limitations

While the experimental results in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 have shown that active learning based

speaker clustering reduces DER with a relatively small amount of human input, performance

saturates as we uses more queries. This is expected, as the objective of proposed algorithm

is to discover all involved speakers, and initialize reliable speaker models for each. As soon
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as the majority of speakers are discovered with a relative su�cient number of queries, the

benefit of using more queries will saturate. This poses a limitation in certain scenarios,

where human input is needed to further reduce a given DER value to some desired level of

performance.

4.7.3 Active Learning Based Cluster Reassignment

In this experiment, we continue to explore gains in speaker diarization performance using

our second active learning algorithm: active learning based cluster reassignment. For both

experiments using the Apollo-MCC and AMI meeting corpora, we use at most 10 instances

per cluster, to compose query pairs for majority voting based evaluation of whether a par-

ticular segment belongs to a target cluster. We also fix our n-best search to the rank of 3,

during the search for correct cluster assignment. We evaluate our active learning algorithm

by varying the amount of segments we will select for evaluation and reassignment. We also

define this amount to be proportional to the total number of segments N . For example, if

the total number of speech segments in an audio stream is N = 1000, an evaluation of 0.1xN

segments means the human expert will review 100 speech segments, which requires access to

100*3*10=3000 queries with correct answers if we use an n-best rank of 3, and 10 instances

per cluster (i.e., the max would be 499,500).

The solid lines in Fig. 4.8 and 4.9 indicate the performance of proposed active learning

based speaker clustering algorithm on the AMI and Apollo-MCC datasets, respectively. We

use clustering output from active learning based speaker clustering (0.2xN condition) as a

base for performing cluster reassignment. We can see that the DER drops consistently as

more segments are selected for reassignment. In the case of the AMI dataset, the DER is

reduced from 6.15% to 5.49%, a relative 10% reduction while reviewing only 0.1xN segments,

and this number continues to reduce as more segments are selected for reassignment. Fig. 4.7

illustrates the DER of each AMI meeting session improved (or decreased) using proposed
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Figure 4.8. Results of proposed active learning based cluster reassignment algorithm on AMI
meeting corpus. The solid line is the diarization error rate (DER) using the expected speaker
error (ESE) as criteria for candidates selection, while the dotted line is DER obtained by
randomly selecting segments as candidates for evaluation and reassignment. The horizontal
axis is the amount of candidate segments proportional to total number of speech segments
N .

algorithm combined with active learning based clustering. We also note that all sessions of

the AMI dataset showed varying degrees of improvement.

A similar trend is also observed in results from the Apollo-MCC dataset, although the

relative improvement in Apollo-MCC is relatively smaller than that in AMI dataset. This is

mostly because of the larger number of Apollo participants, causing the cluster reassignment

process to be more di�cult. Also, the majority voting based approach we used to determine

whether a segment belongs to a target cluster is sensitive to the initial clustering results.

Overall, the DER consistently drops as more queries are allowed.
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Figure 4.9. Results of proposed active learning based cluster reassignment algorithm on
Apollo Mission Control Center (Apollo-MCC) corpus. The solid line is the diarization error
rate (DER) using the expected speaker error (ESE) as criteria for candidates selection, while
the dotted line is DER obtained by randomly selecting segments as candidates for evaluation
and reassignment. The horizontal axis is the amount of candidate segments proportional to
total number of speech segments N .

Expected speaker error based candidate selection

In this final experiment, we evaluate the e↵ectiveness of using the expected speaker error

(ESE) as a criteria for selecting segment candidates for human reassignment. We compare

the largest ESE based candidate selection with baseline random segment selection scheme.

The solid lines in Fig. 4.8 and 4.9 indicates performance of using ESE as the criterion, while

the dotted line indicates performance with random segment selection. The results clearly

show that the DER drops at a much faster rate using ESE based candidate selections, in

both AMI and Apollo datasets.
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4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed two active learning based algorithms for speaker diariza-

tion. The first algorithm employs active learning in order to obtain reliable initial speaker

models and to perform constrained acoustic clustering. This essentially converts a fully unsu-

pervised speaker clustering task into a semi-supervised task, similar to speaker identification,

where cluster models are updated after each iteration. By incorporating such information,

the proposed algorithm reduces the DER significantly with only access to a relatively small

amount of queries.

Since performance of the proposed active learning algorithm for speaker clustering satu-

rates when a su�cient amount of tokens are collected for each cluster, we proposed another

active learning algorithm to perform cluster reassignment after the completion of the ini-

tial speaker clustering. Active learning based cluster reassignment was shown to select the

clustered segments with the largest expected speaker error for human evaluation and reas-

signment. Experiments on both the AMI meeting dataset and Apollo-MCC dataset indicate

a clear reduction in DER, with greater improvement as more queries are allowed. It was also

shown that the expected speaker error based segment selection strategy was significantly

more e↵ective than random segment selection.

In this chapter, we have assumed that the human assistant provides perfect answers

to any query pair on whether the two segments belong to the same speaker. However, in

reality, human errors are always expected and future studies could explore how the proposed

algorithms would performs or could be improved as human errors become par of the available

knowledge for clustering.
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CHAPTER 5

DEVELOPMENT OF ROBUST SPEAKER RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS

In previous chapters, we investigated the problems and challenge related to NASA Apollo-11

audio annotations. In this chapter, we focus on more generic problems of current speaker

recognition system in mismatched or adverse environments (see Figure 5.1). We propose

three robust i-Vector extraction methods, that e↵ectively improve overall speaker recognition

performance.

Figure 5.1. Illustration of the problems of speaker recognition under noise.

5.1 Proposed Method: UBM-LDA Based i-Vector extracton

@2014 ISCA. Reproduced, with permission, from C. Yu, G. Liu, J. H. L. Hansen, ”Acoustic

Feature Transformation using UBM-based LDA for Speaker Recognition”, in Interspeech,

pp 1851-1854, 2014.
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5.1.1 Motivation

State-of-the-art speaker recognition systems are based on i-Vector extraction and PLDA

classifier (Dehak et al., 2011; Kenny, 2010; Lei et al., 2014; Garcia-Romero and Espy-Wilson,

2011; Hasan et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2014, 2013; Glembek et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012). In those

systems, the role of the universal background model (UBM) can be intuitively explained as

the acoustic space division where each mixture represents one distinct region. The posterior

probabilities of features belonging to each mixture are further used for obtaining Baum-Welch

statistics. Therefore, the accuracy of UBM posterior probabilities have a direct influence on

the overall performance of speaker recognition systems. Note that the notion “UBM posterior

probabilities” used in this section refers to mixture-wise posterior probabilities which are the

main building blocks of Baum-Welch statistics.

Previous studies have attempted to improve the accuracy of UBM posterior probabilities

by adapting the UBM to the features of each utterance(Lei et al., 2013; Zhao and Dong,

2012; Kenny et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014). In (Lei et al., 2013), a vector Taylor series (VTS)

modeling based method was employed to adapt the UBM to noisy features, while in (Yu

et al., 2014) uncertainties associated with noisy or enhanced features were also taken into

account for adjusting the extracted Baum-Welch statistic. The strategy of UBM adaptation

for reliable Baum-Welch extraction have also proven to be successful in a recent study (Kenny

et al., 2014) where a JFA-based front-end was used. The above methods for improving the

accuracy of Baum-Welch statistics are all based on UBM adaptation which works well when

the mismatch between the data is significant (Kenny et al., 2014), such as those under severe

additive noise.

In this section, we propose to improve the UBM posterior probabilities by projecting

the acoustic features onto a new space where mixtures of the trained UBM have optimized

separability. The rationale behind this approach is that the UBM posterior probabilities are

better predicted when those mixtures are well separated from each other. To find the new
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space, we first train an UBM using extracted acoustic features and then linear discriminant

analysis (LDA) by treating each mixture as independence class (Suzuki et al., 2013). There-

fore, the LDA used in proposed method does not require any manually labeled information

such as speaker identity or channel information (Jin and Waibel, 2000). The transformation

matrix obtained from LDA training is then directly applied to the acoustic features followed

by a UBM retraining and standard i-Vector extraction process.

5.1.2 Algorithm

It is obvious from Fig. 5.2 that the role of the UBM in i-Vector extraction system is to

separate out the acoustic space into di↵erent regions by means of Gaussian mixtures. In

accordance, the UBM posterior probabilities are the predictions of features belonging to

di↵erent regions. Therefore, it can be easily expected that if those regions are more separable

with each other then it will be easier to predict them. Motivated by this, we project the

acoustic features into a space where separability of the mixtures of trained UBM can be

maximized. The transformation matrix is estimated using LDA from the trained UBM

by treating each Gaussian component as an individual class. The derived transformation

matrix is then applied directly to the acoustic features followed by a UBM retraining process

and standard i-Vector extraction. The purpose of this acoustic feature transformation is to

optimize the separability among Gaussian components of the trained UBM. The flowchart

of the proposed method (uLDA) can be found in Fig.5.3.

In the proposed method, LDA is applied by treating each mixture of the trained UBM

as a separate class. Therefore, the between-class scatter matrix can be obtained from the

means of the UBM mixtures as follows:

Sb =
cX

C=1

p(c)(µc � µ)(µc � µ)0, (5.1)

where p(c) and µc are the prior probability and mean of cth Gaussian component, and µ is

the average of all Gaussian means. Similarly, the within-class scatter matrix can be obtained
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Figure 5.2. Intuitive explanation of the role of UBM. The location of nth frame in acoustic
space is determined by both speaker factor and other variation factors.

Figure 5.3. Flowchart of the proposed uLDA method.

from the covariances of UBM mixtures as,

Sw =
cX

C=1

p(c)⌃c, (5.2)

where ⌃c is the covariance matrix of cth Gaussian component. To optimize the separability

of di↵erent Gaussian components of UBM, we need to maximize Sb while simultaneously

minimizing Sw at the same time. Therefore, the problem of maximizing the separability of

UBM mixtures becomes the classical LDA problem of finding a transformation matrix A
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that maximizes the objective function,

J(A) =
|Sb|
|Sw|

. (5.3)

Therefore, the colums of the optimal trasformation matrix A

⇤ are the eigenvectors corre-

sponding to the largest eigenvalues of the following equation,

S

�1

w SbA = �A,

(5.4)

The obtained transformation matrix A

? which maximizes the objective function J(A) is

then applied to the front-end acoustic features such that,

Yt = A

?
Xt + b,

(5.5)

where b is the bias vector. The transformed features Y are further used for UBM retraining

as well as i-Vector extraction. Fig.5.4 shows an example of the UBM before and after

transformation.
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Figure 5.4. Visualized spread of the UBM mixture means before and after uLDA transfor-
mation. Note that only the first 3 dimensions of the feature and first 256 mixtures of UBM
are used in this illustration.
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5.1.3 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed method on the male portion of core conditions of the NIST SRE

2010 dataset. The baseline system is composed of 36-dimension feature vectors (12 MFCC

+ � + ��) extracted using 25 ms analysis windows with 10 ms shift and normalized using

a 3-s sliding window. In all experiments, an energy based voice activity detection (VAD)

is applied. We used 1024-component gender dependent diagonal covariance universal back-

ground models (UBM). The HTK toolkit is employed for UBM training with 15 iterations

for each split. The data used for training composed of data from Switchboard II Phase 2

and 3, Switchboard Cellular Part 1 and 2, and the NIST SRE 2004, 2005, 2006 enrollment

data. The i-Vectors of dimension 400 are extracted. This dimension is later reduced to 200

by LDA followed by length normalization and backend PLDA scoring.

5.1.4 Results: SRE-2010

The results of proposed method (uLDA) as well as a comparison to the baseline i-Vector sys-

tem are summarized in Table. 5.1. The performace metric used are equal error rate (%EER),

Table 5.1. Results from male part of core condions of NIST SRE 2010 dataset. uLDA
indicates the proposed method of UBM based LDA.

EER(%) MinDCF08 minDCF10

Condition Names baseline uLDA baseline uLDA baseline uLDA

1 Int SameMic 3.34 3.017 0.17 0.16 0.47 0.44

2 Int Di↵Mic 7.19 6.59 0.39 0.35 0.87 0.85

3 Int Tel 3.26 3.38 0.16 0.15 0.60 0.55

4 Int Mic 4.49 4.03 0.21 0.20 0.63 0.54

5 Tel Tel 2.35 2.00 0.12 0.12 0.39 0.38

6 Tel High Vocal E↵ort 2.60 2.74 0.16 0.18 0.56 0.56

7 Mic High Vocal E↵ort 3.48 3.83 0.17 0.19 0.39 0.55

8 Tel Low Vocal E↵ort 0.45 0.45 0.04 0.03 0.21 0.16

9 Mic Low Vocal E↵ort 1.42 1.81 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.14
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normalized minimum Detection Cost Function (DCF) from NIST SRE 2008 (MinDCF08),

and NIST SRE 2010 (MinDCF10). The Detection Error Trade-o↵ (DET) curves for condi-

tion 1 is plotted in Fig. 5.5 as an illustration.

Figure 5.5. Detection Error Trade-o↵ (DET) curves on NIST SRE-2010 condition 1 for
baseline and proposed uLDA solution.
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The results show that the proposed method performs consistently better than baseline

i-Vector system when evaluated on condition 1�5 (normal vocal e↵ort). The improvement is

also consistent on all three performance metrics used in this study. The proposed method also

shows some improvement on the condtion 8� 9 (low vocal e↵ort) especially on condition 8.

However, the proposed method does not show improvment in performance when evaluated

on condition 6 � 7 (high vocal e↵ort). We attribute this to the relatively high mismatch

between the dataset we used to obtain transformation matrix and those for evaluation.

5.2 Proposed Method: Uncertainty Modified i-Vector Extraction

@2014 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from C. Yu, G. Liu, S. Hahm, and J. H. L. Hansen,

”Uncertainty Propagation in Front End Factor Analysis For Noise Robust Speaker Recogni-

tion,” in ICASSP, pp 4017-4021, 2014

Having developed uLDA, we now turn to an alternative i-Vectror extraction method as

the second of three advancements in this chapter.

5.2.1 Motivation

Speaker recognition systems based on i-Vector extraction and PLDA classifier are able to

obtain relatively high accuracy under clean as well as channel mismatched conditions (Dehak

et al., 2011; Kenny, 2010; Hasan et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013; Hasan and Hansen, 2012;

Saeidi et al., 2013; Suh et al., 2011; Hasan et al., 2012). However, performance degrades

dramatically in the presence of background noise (Mandasari et al., 2012; Lei et al., 2013;

Garcia-Romero et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012). As the real world applications of speaker

recognition system often involve various degree of environmental noise (Sangwan et al.,

2013), developing noise robust speaker recognition systems are of great importance.
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In a conventional i-Vector extraction framework, the i-Vector of the given test utterance

is computed as the conditional expectation of i-Vector distribution given the observation

features (Kenny et al., 2005). When those observation features are corrupted by noise, the

extracted i-Vectors become unreliable as well. A number of studies have been proposed to

compensate this e↵ect either by removing the noise or estimating the clean features prior

to the i-Vector extraction (Godin et al., 2013; Sadjadi and Hansen, 2010). While these

enhancement methods could improve the robustness of the speaker recognition system in

noise, the perfect estimation of clean speech features are always not achievable. Moreover, the

estimation errors of those enhancement methods are unequally distributed, causing certain

features to be less reliable than others (see Fig. 5.6). Therefore, it is beneficial to quantify

the reliability associated with those features and incorporate them in the speaker recognition

system.

Figure 5.6. Illustration of uncertainties within the MFCC feature after speech enhancments.
The green blocks indicates the degree of uncertainty in corresponding feature.

Previous studies have investigated the incorporation of acoustic feature uncertainty in

traditional GMM-UBM based systems (Shao et al., 2007; Ozerov et al., 2012). The uncer-

tainty associated with i-Vector representations have also been studied for propagating in
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back-end classifiers (Rajan et al., 2013; Hautamäki et al., 2013; Stafylakis et al., 2013; Zhao

and Dong, 2012). However, to the best of our knowledge no studies have yet attempted the

propagation of uncertainty in the front end i-Vector extracting process. The purpose of this

study is to derive an uncertainty modified i-Vector extraction framework to (1) make the

i-Vector extraction system focusing on the reliable or reliably enhanced features, and (2)

to further deliver the uncertainty of features to the back-end classifier which has not been

achievable due to the front end factor analysis process.

5.2.2 Algorithm: Uncertainty Modified i-Vector Extraction

In this section, we will derive the propagation of feature uncertainty in i-Vector extraction

process. The training of total variability matrix is the same as in conventional i-Vector

extraction framework. When the testing speech utterances are corrupted by noise, the

conventional i-Vector extraction framework can be written as follow:

w

⇤
s = E[P (ws|Ys)], (5.6)

where Ys is the noise corrupted features.

We can rewrite the conditional distribution of i-Vector in Eq. 5.6 as,

P (ws|Ys) / P (y
1

, y

2

, ..., yn|ws)P (ws),

=

(
nY

t=1

P (yt|ws)

)
N (ws; 0, I), (5.7)

where yt is the corrupted feature vector at each time frame of t, P (ws) is the prior distribution

of i-Vector assumed to be N (ws; 0, I), n is the total frame number of given speech utterance,

and P (yt|ws) is the posterior probability of the corrupted feature at tth time frame.

As the i-Vectors of enrollment model are extracted from clean features xt, mismatch

occurs when the testing i-Vectors are extracted from corrupted features yt. The classical

methods for compensating this mismatch are to perform the point estimate of the clean
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features using either noise removal or feature compensation methods. The estimated clean

speech features are then used for i-Vector extraction with the simple assumption that the

enhanced features x̂t are equal to its clean correspondence xt.

However, the noise removal or feature compensation methods can never be perfect. There-

fore, a more rigorous approach is to generate the joint probability of clean and observed fea-

tures and then marginalizing over all possible hidden clean speech features (Droppo et al.,

2002). Hence, P (yt|ws) in Eq. 5.7 can be rewritten as,

P (yt|ws) =

Z
+1

�1
P (yt, x|ws)dx, (5.8)

⇡
Z

+1

�1
P (yt|x)P (x|ws)dx, (5.9)

where,

P (yt|x) = N (x; x̂t, �
2

t ), (5.10)

P (x|ws) = N (x;m+ Tws,⌃). (5.11)

In Eq. 5.10, x̂t can be interpreted as the conventionally enhanced speech feature, and �

2

t

as the uncertainty associated with those features. Whereas various speech enhancement

algorithms can be modified to output �2

t along with x̂t, only SPLICE (Droppo et al., 2002)

and Joint-GMM based (Liao and Gales, 2005) uncertainty estimation (Sec. 5.2.3) is used

in this study. Note that Eq. 5.11 is referred directly from Eq. 4.1 of conventional i-Vector

derivation.

After replacing Eq. 5.9 with Eqs. 5.10 and 5.11, the posterior probability of observed

features can be written as follow:

P (yt|ws)

=

Z
+1

�1
N (x; x̂t, �

2

t )N (x;m+ Tws,⌃)dx

=

Z
+1

�1
N (x̂t; x, �

2

t )N (x;m+ Tws,⌃)dx

= N (x̂t;m+ Tws,⌃+ �

2

t ). (5.12)
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Finally, the conditional distribution of i-Vector given observation features can be derived

as,

P (ws|Ys) /
(

nY

t=1

P (yt|ws)

)
N (ws; 0, I),

=

(
nY

t=1

N (x̂t;m+ Tws,⌃+ �

2

t )

)
N (ws; 0, I)

= N (ws;U, V ), (5.13)

where,

U = (T 0
PT + nI)�1

T⌃�1

Q, (5.14)

V = (T 0
PT + nI)�1

T, (5.15)

with

P =
X

t

Nt(⌃+ �

2

t )
�1

, (5.16)

Q =
X

t

Nt(⌃+ �

2

t )
�1(x̂t �m), (5.17)

and Nt as the diagonal concatenation of the posterior probability of each mixture component

P (c|x̂t). In this work, we use the conditional expectation of i-Vector distribution as the point

estimate of the true i-Vector in a back-end classification system. However, a more rigorous

approach will be using the above derived i-Vector distribution for the classification purpose

as in (Kenny, 2010).

As a special case, if the input uncertainty values of all features are zero such that �2

t = 0 in

Eqs. 5.16 and 5.17, then the uncertainty modified i-Vector system becomes exactly the same

as the conventional i-Vector system. Alternatively, if the uncertainties of certain features

are higher than others, then the contribution of that feature in calculating the i-Vector

distribution is reduced.
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5.2.3 Experiments

The proposed uncertainty modified i-Vector extraction framework requires the information

of feature uncertainty as input. While this information is not directly obtainable, a number

of noise removal and feature compensation methods (Droppo et al., 2002; Astudillo et al.,

2010) have been modified to output the uncertainty of features along with enhanced fea-

tures. Those uncertainty estimation methods combined with uncertainty decoding (Droppo

et al., 2002) or modified imputation (Kolossa et al., 2005) have achieved much success in

the area of robust automatic speech recognition (ASR). As the focus of this study is the

propagation of uncertainty rather than estimation, we borrowed two well known uncertainty

estimation methods: SPLICE uncertainty estimation (Droppo et al., 2002) and joint-GMM

based uncertainty estimation (Liao and Gales, 2005), for evaluating the proposed uncertainty

propagation framework for practical applications.

We evaluate proposed uncertainty modified i-Vector extraction method on a noisy database

created by artificially adding noise to the YOHO corpus and male part of NIST SRE 2010

telephone condition (condition 5).

The baseline systems for all experiments are composed of 36-dimension feature vectors

(12 MFCC + � + ��) extracted using a 25 ms window with 10 ms shift and normalized

using a 3-s sliding window. In all experiments, voice activity detection (VAD) is applied

before noise addition in order to evaluate the proposed system independent of the VAD

quality. For experiments on the noise degraded NIST SRE 2010 corpus, we used 1024-

component diagonal covariance universal background models (UBM), with 400 dimension

i-Vectors trained from Switchboard II Phase 2 and 3, Switchboard Cellular Part 1 and 2,

and the NIST 2004, 2005, 2006 SRE enrollment data. The dimensionality is reduced to

200 using LDA, followed by length normalization and PLDA. For experiments on the noised

YOHO database, a 512-component UBM with an 80 dimension i-Vector extractor are used.

The UBM and total variability matrix was trained with the YOHO database.
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5.2.4 Results

Benchmarking with Oracle uncertainty

In order to explore the potential improvement we can expected using uncertainty modified

i-Vector extraction, we performed experiments using the oracle uncertainty on the noise de-

graded NIST SRE 2010 database. This noisy version of NIST SRE2010 database is created

by artificially adding babble noise at di↵erent SNRs assuming that the original NIST SRE10

data is clean. In this experiment, we define the oracle uncertainty as the magnitude-squared

error between noisy observation features and its clean correspondence �2

t = (yt�xt)2 (Droppo

et al., 2002). The Oracle uncertainty of features is passed into the proposed i-Vector extrac-

tion system along with unprocessed noisy features. Our purpose is to evaluate the proposed

i-vector extraction method independent of any enhancement and uncertainty estimation

strategy.

The results of the experiment are summarized in Table 5.2. The results indicate that

the uncertainty modified i-Vector extraction framework has the potential of achieving up to

10⇠20% relative improvement over the state-of-the-art i-Vector based speaker recognition

system.

Table 5.2. Comparison of the performance (EER %) of conventional i-vector extraction
system (i-Vector) and the proposed uncertainty modified i-Vector extraction system with
oracle uncertainty (i-Vector U).

NIST SRE 2010

clean 10 dB 5 dB 0 dB -5 dB

i-Vector 2.07 5.70 12.08 22.17 35.45
i-Vector U - 4.56 10.15 20.11 32.05

Experiment with estimated uncertainty

In the above experiment, an Oracle uncertainty is used for benchmarking the proposed un-

certainty propagation framework. However, in real applications the Oracle uncertainty is not
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achievable. In order to determine the performance of the proposed methods in more practical

situations, we use the uncertainty estimated from SPLICE and the joint-GMM based method

for propagation.The noisy version of YOHO database is used in this experiment. The noise

degraded version of YOHO database consists of 138 speakers with 30 female and 108 male

speakers. For each speaker, there are 4 enrollment sessions (each contains 24 phrases) and 10

verification sessions. The noisy version of YOHO database is created by artificially adding

babble noise at di↵erent SNRs.

In this experiment, we consider the i-Vector extraction system without any feature pro-

cessing, the i-Vector extraction system with SPLICE and joint-GMM based feature enhance-

ment, and the uncertainty modified i-Vector extraction system using SPLICE and joint-GMM

based uncertainty estimation. The result is summarized in Table 5.3. The result shows that

the uncertainty modified i-Vector extraction system consistently performs better than the

conventional i-Vector systems with both unprocessed and enhanced features. This confirms

the viability of incorporating uncertainty propagation in modeling for i-Vector SID systems.

Table 5.3. Performance (EER %) for speaker recognition: (i) without any feature pro-
cessing (UN), (ii) using SPLICE for feature enhancement (SPLICE), (iii) using SPLICE
for proposed uncertainty propagation (SPLICE U), (iv) using joint-GMM method for fea-
ture enhancement (Joint-GMM), and (v) using joint-GMM method for proposed uncertainty
propagation (Joint-GMM U) .

YOHO

clean 10 dB 5 dB 0 dB

UN 1.61 7.62 16.05 25.02

SPLICE - 6.51 14.53 24.07
SPLICE U - 5.82 13.15 23.01

Joint-GMM - 4.71 9.83 18.47
Joint-GMM U - 4.20 8.25 17.65
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5.3 Proposed Method: Text-informed i-Vector Extraction

@2016 ISCA. Reproduced, with permission, from C. Yu, C. Zhang, F. Kelly, A. Sangwan, J.

H. L. Hansen. ”Text-available Speaker Recognition System For Forensic Applications”, in

Interspeech, pp 1844-1847, 2016

5.3.1 Motivation

Research on speaker recognition has focused either on text-dependent or text-independent

scenarios (Hansen and Hasan, 2015; Kinnunen and Li, 2010). Text-dependent speaker recog-

nition assumes that the same text speech content is used for enrollment and recognition. On

the other hand, text-independent speaker recognition has no any constraint on the speech

content. Moreover, most of the text-independent speaker recognition system assume that the

content of speech utterances are unknown. However, in many speaker recognition scenarios,

the text of speech utterances for both enrollment and recognition could be obtained through

manual transcription, or estimated via ASR.

Forensic speaker recognition (Campbell et al., 2009) is one such application; where the

nature of forensic casework means that there is always supervision of the automatic system

by the forensic expert. As laid out in recent European guidelines (Drygajlo et al., 2015),

before any speech content is passed to an automatic system, it should first be manually

evaluated by the forensic expert. The ‘quality of the speech content is assessed in terms

several factors, including its duration, the vocal e↵ort and emotional state of the speaker,

along with environmental noise or channel e↵ects. If these quality factors are satisfactory,

the speaker is broadly profiled in terms of gender, age and accent, informing the choice of a

suitable speaker population for calibration/normalization within the automatic system. At

this point, a manual transcription of the speech could be made, and potentially passed to
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the automatic system along with the speech recordings. This transcription of the ‘evidential

recording would form part of the experts case report.

One of the major challenges in forensic speaker recognition is the mismatch between the

speech samples under comparisons. In this section, we investigate the use of text informa-

tion to improve the robustness of a speaker recognition system in mismatched conditions.

Previous studies have investigated text-available speaker recognition problems, with most of

them focused on text prompt speaker recognition (Che et al., 1996; Nakagawa et al., 2006;

Lindberg and Melin, 1997). However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has yet ef-

fectively incorporate text information to improve speaker recognition from the perspective

of speaker modeling, particularly in a state-of-the art speaker recognition system based on

i-vector extraction and PLDA modeling.

The main reasons why text information has not been e↵ectively used in i-Vector based

speaker recognition is the lack of direct correspondence between the universal background

model (UBM) and a speech transcript. Recently proposed DNN-based i-Vector extraction

(Lei et al., 2014) has the potential to overcome such a limitation, as the traditional UBM is

replaced with tied-state triphones (senones), that are strongly correlated with the content

of the underlying speech utterances. In fact, the target output of each speech frame used

for training a DNN system comes directly from the sonone labels obtained from forced

alignment of speech transcripts. However, the experiments in our study indicate that by

directly replacing the DNN predictions with its ground truth target senone significantly

decreases the performance. This loss in performance is mainly due to the fact that the use

of a hard alignment (e.g., forced alignment) which introduces inaccuracies that are better

avoided when using i-Vector based approaches.

To resolve the hard alignment problem of using senone forced alignment in speaker recog-

nition, we propose to model the relationship between target senone and its corresponding

DNN prediction probabilities in training data. This is achieved by averaging the DNN pre-

diction probabilities from frames that are aligned with each senone target.
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At the test time, instead of using the posteriors obtained from DNN based prediction, the

posteriors mapped from the corresponding senones are used for both total variability matrix

training and i-Vector extraction. The advantage of using mapped posteriors from the force

aligned senones is most significant in mismatched environments where the DNN prediction

becomes less reliable. The force alignment is expected to be more robust compared to DNN

prediction in noisy environments, since a strong information prior is provided by means of

the speech transcript.

5.3.2 Algorithm

In the current DNN based i-vector extraction approach, the UBM is replaced with stacked

senones and the posterior probabilities of each speech belonging to individual senones are

obtained with DNN predictions (see Fig. 5.7). During the training of the DNN model, the

target senones of each frame are generated by force aligning each acoustic frame with the

given speech transcript.

Force alignment based i-vector extraction

As the prediction target of the DNN for the building i-Vector solution is obtained from forced

alignment, a straightforward way of introducing text information into speaker recognition is

to replace the predicted DNN posteriors with their ground truth senone target obtained from

transcripts (see Fig. 5.8). However, our experiment results show that the direct replacement

of DNN posteriors with force aligned senone estimation, actually decreases performance

dramatically.

DNN posterior weighting

The reason for such a performance loss when using groundtruth senone target knowledge is

that the output of forced alignment assigned to a only single senone for each frame. The
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Figure 5.7. Overview of DNN-HMM based i-Vector extraction.

limitations of such hard alignment could be compounded including the sparseness of speech

data in accordance with certain senones.

To overcome such a limitation, we apply the fusion of the DNN posteriors with forced

aligned senone predictions (see Fig. 5.9). That is, the DNN posterior probabilities associated

with the aligned senones are forced to increase as shown below,

p

0(k|xt) = ↵⇥p(k|xt) + ↵⇥1, if st = k,

p

0(k|xt) = ↵⇥p(k|xt) + ↵⇥0, if st 6=k,

(5.18)

where k is senone UD, p(k|xt) indicates the DNN prediction probability associated with the

kth senone. The ↵ is weighting factor that control the contributions of each part. In our

experiment. Here, a good performance is obtained by setting ↵ to 0.9.
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Figure 5.8. Overview of force alignment based i-Vector extraction.

Figure 5.9. Overview DNN posterior weighting based i-Vector extraction.

Posterior mapping

The most challenging situations for using DNN predicted posterior is where the test environ-

ment is mismatched from that seen for training. In mismatched conditions, DNN produces
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inconsistent posterior estimation. On the other hand, the force alignment is much more

robust as it is supervised by ground truth transcription.

In this approach, we still use the posterior probabilities from the DNN, but instead of

obtaining it by prediction, we acquire it from a trained mapping between the target senone

and its corresponding DNN posteriors. We model the correlation between the DNN posteriors

and forced aligned senone as follows:

Mk =

P
st=k pt

T

, (5.19)

where Mk is the average of the DNN posterior probability associated with target senone k,

pt is the DNN posterior prediction vector as,

pt = [p(s
1

|xt), p(s2|xt), ..., p(sK |xt)], (5.20)

and T is the total frame number,. After obtainingMk for each senone, we replace pt withMk,

if the speech frame xt is aligned with the k-th senone. We perform such posterior mapping

during both total variability matrix training as well as for i-Vector extraction states. Fig. 5.10

is an example of posterior mapping obtained from the 500th and 1000th senone respectively.

5.3.3 Experiments and Results

Since traditional speaker evaluation corpora such as NIST SRE do not include speech tran-

scripts, the proposed text based speaker recognition system is evaluated using the Aurora-4

database. The Aurora-4 is simply a noise degraded version of Wall Street Journal (WSJ0)

corpus. The multi-condition training set including 7137 utterances from 83 speakers. Half

of the training utterances are obtained from the primary Sennheiser microphone. The other

half are recordings from di↵erent secondary microphones. Part of those utterances are clean

speech without noise and the other part are consists of corrupted utterances with six di↵erent

noises (street tra�c, car, train station, babble, airport, restaurant) at 10-20 dB SNR.
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Figure 5.10. An example of the mapped posteior vector for senone-500 and senone-1000.

The UBM based i-Vector extraction system is trained using multi-condition training

set. The 2048 mixture of the UBM and 400 dimension total variability matrix is trained

using MFCC of 39 dimension (13+4+44) MFC features. For backend verification, both

the cosine distance similarity (CDS) measure and probabilistic linear discriminant analysis

(PLDA) are used for evaluation.

For bulding the DNN based i-Vector extraction system (Yu et al., 2015), GMM-HMM

models with 3024 distinct tied-state triphones are trained using MFCC features along with

their linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and maximum likelihood linear transform (MLLT).

The alignment obtained from GMM-HMM system is then used for training DNN-HMM

system. For the DNN-HMM systems, we first generatively pretrain the DNN with 7 layers

of stacked RBM with 2048 hidden nodes in each layer. The DNN-HMM system is trained

with 40 dimensional log Mel filterbank (FBANK) features. We use 256 minibatch and 0.008

as the start learning rate. After each epoch of training, the learning rate is reduced by half

when the improvements in development set are less than 0.5%.
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Table 5.4. Experiment results on trials from entire utterances including both noisy and clean
one.

CDS PLDA

I-vector (UBM) 19.48 8.15

I-vector (DNN) 17.87 8.84

I-vector (FA) 29.93 12.29

I-vector (DNN+weight) 16.30 8.00

I-vector (DNN+mapping) 15.91 6.67

Evaluation is performed with 2324 utterances from 8 unique speakers. A total of 806,433

trials are created, including 98,518 target trials. The experimental results are shown for both

noisy trials in Table. 5.4 and clean trials in Table. 5.5. The results indicate that DNN based

i-Vector extraction does not show much advantages over UBM based i-Vector extraction

due to the limited amount of data used for training DNN. It can also be observed that the

direct use of force alignment (FA), decrease the performance significantly. This indicates

the importance of soft alignment in i-Vector extraction. On the other hand, the proposed

approaches based on DNN posterior weighting and DNN posterior mapping consistently

outperforms both UBM and DNN based i-Vector systems in noisy conditions. The relative

improvement is higher using PLDA modeling approach. This can be explained by the fact

that the utterances used for training PLDA is also noisy and therefore benefit more from

proposed approaches. The best performing system is based on DNN posterior mapping in

both noisy and clean conditions for the evaluation setup.

5.4 Summary

In this section, we have presented three alternative i-Vector extraction framework that im-

proves the robustness of speaker recognition under noisy environment. In the next chapter,
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Table 5.5. Experiment results on trials from clean utterances only

CDS PLDA

I-vector (UBM) 5.39 2.05

I-vector (DNN) 6.72 2.45

I-vector (FA) 14.47 4.41

I-vector (DNN+weight) 5.66 1.79

I-vector (DNN+mapping) 7.11 1.27

we show the initial investigation of speaker recognition techniques for potential applications

in conversation analysis.
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CHAPTER 6

AUTOMATIC ANALYSIS OF MULTI-SPEAKER AUDIO STREAMS

In previous chapters, we have investigated the development of speaker recognition and

speaker diarization solutions in diverse speech/environmental conditions. In this chapter,

we will discuss the applications of these techniques for example conversation analysis.

6.1 Introduction: Overview

Understanding group interaction through multi-party conversation analysis has many practi-

cal applications, such as human behavior modeling (Salas et al., 2014) and group performance

understanding (Gatica-Perez, 2006; Grothendieck et al., 2009). Both the content and style

of voice communications conveys knowledge of of social signals, and therefore speech and

language technology has the potential of becoming major component in group interaction

analysis.

The development of speech technology for group interaction has been primary focused

on face-to-face communications (Janin et al., 2003; Pfau et al., 2001). Current speaker di-

arization and automatic speech recognition technology has successfully been applied in those

scenarios for automatically detecting conversation metrics, such as dominant speaker detec-

tion (Jayagopi et al., 2009), speaker role detection (Vinciarelli, 2007) and speech overlaps

analysis (Shriberg et al., 2001; Cetin and Shriberg, 2006; Wrigley et al., 2005). However,

many major engineering or social tasks in real-world scenarios are accomplished with larger

numbers of participants, communicating in non face-to-face manner. Therefore, both the

communication style and interaction patterns during those tasks are significantly di↵erent

from meeting scenarios. The Apollo-11 corpora is one of such scenario where hundreds

of flight controllers and supporting sta↵ were involved and coordinated during the entire

mission. The voice communication between ground members are mostly achieved through

intercom channels (Sangwan et al., 2013, 2016).
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In this chapter, we briefly discuss the application of speech technology in the Apollo-11

MCC audio as a case study for large scale multi-speaker audio stream analysis. Specifically,

we suggest a conversation initiation detection system to automatically detect when and who

initialize the conversation. Accurate conversation initiation detection is obtainable from

many perspectives as it allows one to uncover much of underlying social engagement signals.

As the only reliable implication of conversation initiation is the duration of the preceding

silence in most scenarios, the detection of conversation initiation becomes extremely di�cult,

especially when multiple speakers are actively involved. However, in a non face-to-face

multi-speaker communication scenario (e.g., Apollo-11 MCC audios), most conversation is

between two speakers start with call identifying their position (i.e., CAPCOM = capsule

communication commander), an important landmark for conversation initiation detection.

Motivated by this, we use a query-by-example spoken term detection approach (Hazen et al.,

2009; Lopez-Otero et al., 2015; Abad et al., 2012; Anguera et al., 2014) to automatically

detect spoken names within audio streams. The detected audio segments with spoken names

would then be processed by a speaker recognition system (Dehak et al., 2011), to detect the

identity of the caller or the subject who initiated the conversation. While our purpose

is to discover all the conversation initiation state within in multi-stream Apollo-11 audio

recordings, in this work we focus on a single audio channel, Electrical, Environmental and

Consumables Manager (EECOM), from a subset Apollo-11 corpus for evaluating proposed

conversation initiation detection. Specifically, the task we want to accomplish in current

experiment is to locate the position in audio stream when other channels attempt to initiate

the conversation with EECOM.

6.2 Corpus

In this chapter, we uses a 5-hour subset of the EECOM channel from Apollo-11 to evaluate

the proposed conversation initiation detection system. The ground truth used for system
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evaluation is manually generated for this 5-hour of dataset performed by CRSS-UTDallas

transcribers.

6.3 Conversation initiation detection solution

Our proposed conversation initiation detection system is composed of two parts: spoken

name detection and caller identity recognition.

6.3.1 Spoken name detection

To be able to accurately detect the spoken names within audio conversations, we employed

the well known query-by-example spoken term detection (QbE-STD) approach used previ-

ously by many in the field (Hazen et al., 2009; Lopez-Otero et al., 2015; Abad et al., 2012;

Anguera et al., 2014). The QbE-STD system is a template matching based keyword spot-

ting approach, designed for the low resource spoken term detection task. The reason that

QbE-STD was preferred than conventional acoustical modeling based approach (Weintraub,

1995) in our task is that, the acoustical modeling based keyword spotting system requires

strong language model while the spoken name normally has limited language context require-

ments. Moreover, the amount of resources for training reliable acoustic model for Apollo-11

audio environment is very limited, while general purpose large vocabulary continuous speech

recognition(LVCSR) could not generate acceptable prediction performance.

Posteriorgram

For QbE-STD, we first train a 64 mixture Gaussian mixture model (GMM) on EECOM audio

data. The posterior probabilities for each frame that belong to di↵erent Gaussian mixtures

are calculated and used to build a posteriorgram which will later be used during template

similarity computation. An example of posteriorgrams that belong to three di↵erent audio
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samples of same spoken name ”EECOM” is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The dark area in the

posteriorgram indicate positions of higher posterior probabilities.

Figure 6.1. An instance of posteriorgrams from three di↵erent samples of audio segement
including spoken term of ”EECOM”.

Sequentical Dynamic Time Warping Search

As can be seen in Fig. 6.1, the posteriorgrams indicate similar patterns in di↵erent audio

samples including the same spoken name. However, the duration of those samples are all

di↵erent, and therefore a simple correlation based similarity measure could not work well in

many instances over a stream. Therefore, a subsequence dynamic time warping (S-DTW)

based searching is used to find the desired audio segments in the test audio that are similar

to the query (audio segment with spoken name). The searching is performed upon the

posteriorgram that was previously generated from the query and test audio. Further details

of S-DTW searching approach can be obtained in (Hazen et al., 2009; Lopez-Otero et al.,
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2015). Note that we manually create 10 samples of audio segments to used as query in QbE-

STD. For each test audio, every query samples are compared with test audio to compute

the similarity of each segment with query sample. As we have 10 di↵erent query samples,

the final matching segment extracted after an averaging the similarities compared against

di↵erent query samples.

Preceding silence

During our experiments, the use of the S-DTW approach alone results in may false detections.

This is mainly due to the fact that the period of our query sample (average of 0.2 second)

is very short. To reduce the false detection error rate, we restrict the search space within

the test audio to be segments that have precedence silences blocks that are larger than 3-

seconds. The rationale behind this search space restriction is that, our purpose for spoken

name search is for conversation initiation detection, and those audio segment in the middle

of conversations can be ignored for the purpose of this task scenario.

6.3.2 Caller identity recognition

While the above spoken name detection solution could locate the position within audio

streams when conversation initiation occurs, the identity of the speaker initiating that con-

versation segment is still unknown. To be able detect the identity of the speaker who initiate

the conversation, we employed our state-of-the-art i-Vector based speaker recognition system.

For training speaker recognition system (Dehak et al., 2011), we use the Switchboard-1

Release 2 (LDAC97S62). As the standard recipe for training i-Vector speaker recognition

system, a 1024-mixture universal background model (UBM) was first trained. The same

data is then used to train a total variability (TV) matrix with 200 dimensions. The trained

TV matrix is later used for extracting i-vectors from both detected audio segments and

test speaker. The i-Vector of each test speaker are extracted from 30 seconds of audio
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samples belong to that speaker. The extracted i-Vector from each detected audio segment

with desired spoken names are then compared against test speaker’s i-Vector using a cosine

distant similarity scoring (CDS) backend to determine if the given audio segment belongs to

that speaker.

6.4 Experiments

Evaluation of the proposed conversation initiation detection system is performed on audio

communication recordings from the Apollo-11 EECOM channel. We select 5-hours of audio

communication during lunar orbiting period of the Apollo-11 mission. In this study, we

simplified our task to detect position in this audio loop when flight controllers from other

channels attempts to initiate conversation with EECOM flight controller. Most of the con-

versation between di↵erent MCC members during Apollo mission starts with name calling.

For example, when flight director try to start conversation with EECOM, who would say

”EECOM, Flight”. On the other hand, when EECOM tries to communicate with flight

director, he would say ”Flight, EECOM”. Therefore, by detecting the audio segments hav-

ing the spoken term ”EECOM”, we could detect the start time of conversation between

EECOM and other MCC members. However, as the spoken term ”EECOM” occurs both

when EECOM initiate the conversation with others and also when other members attempts

to conversation with him, the speaker recognition system is evaluated to classify if detected

audio segment with spoken term ”EECOM” belongs to EECOM flight controller or not.

Fig. 6.2 is an instance of conversation initiation belongs to EECOM flight controller.

We first evaluate our system for conversation initiation time detection. The two typical

metrics of searching performance: recall and precision, are used for evaluation. Recall indi-

cates the rate of correct detecting in our total detection attempts. Precision indicates the

total percentage of correct detections against the total number of target events. The result

of the proposed system for conversation initiation detection is shown in Table. 6.1.
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Figure 6.2. An instance of conversation initiation detected using proposed system. The red
dotted box indicates conversation initiation by enviroment control sytem (ECS) engineer.
And the bule dooted box indicates when EECOM initiate conversation with proceducure
o�cer.

Table 6.1. The conversation initiation detection performance
Detection Number Percentage (%)

Recall 69/98 70.41
Precision 69/86 77.5

From the results, we see that a total of 86 instances of conversation was initiated with the

spoken term ”EECOM”. 77.5% of those instances can be detected with proposed system,

with an acceptable false detection rate.

Those detected conversation initiation audio segments are further processed by our speaker

recognition system to identity if the audio segments belong to the EECOM flight controller.

The speaker recognition accuracy was over 90% on this task. However, in future study, it

would be useful to explore more challenging scenarios where we need to detect the identity

of all conversation initiation speakers.

6.5 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, a probe application of speech technology in large scale multi-party engineer-

ing or social tasks for conversation analysis was considered. We proposed a conversation
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initiation detection system to automatically detect when and who initiate the conversation.

The proposed system has been successfully verified on a small subset of audio communi-

cation recordings from Apollo-11. While the proposed techniques have been assessed only

on Apollo-11 tasks, it would be beneficial to consider other scenarios in the future when

participants are communicating in a way that the name calling is necessary to initiate con-

versations. In this chapter, only a 5-hour period of EECOM channel was chosen to simplify

our tasks. However, future studies could focus on scaling the conversation initiation tech-

niques to other channels of Apollo-11 multi-stream audios, and performing comprehensive

conversation analysis on Apollo-11 mission audios.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, we have focused on the problems and challenges in applying speaker

modeling techniques to real world applications such as automatic annotations of Apollo-

11 mission audio. The specific objectives of this dissertation were (1) to achieve a better

understanding of human voice production characteristics in non-neutral environments, and

(2) improve the robustness of speaker recognition and speaker diarization in mismatched

or noisy environments. The sections below listed the key contributions stemming from this

dissertation.

7.1 Development of Apollo-11 Audio Corpus

The first contribution of this dissertation was the creation of two speech corpora, Apollo-

11 Space-to-ground Corpus and Apollo-11 Mission Control Center (MCC) Corpus, based

on the original voice communication recordings of Apollo-11 mission by NASA. The audios

within both corpora were fully labeled with speaker identity over time for those tracks. The

Apollo-11 Space-to-ground Corpus contains 196 hours of speech from three astronauts, three

Capsule Communicators (CAPCOM), and Public A↵air O�cers (PAO) of Apollo-11. This

corpus is unique in that it is the first organized speech corpus in the community that contains

voice of astronauts from an actual space mission. On the other hand, the Apollo-11 MCC

Corpus contains 100 hours of audios from 5 flight controller’s intercom loop during lifto↵,

lunar landing, and lunar walking. It is significant as it records the voice communications

that coordinated one of the largest engineering tasks in the world.

7.2 Speaker Variability in Non-Neutral Environment

The second contribution of this dissertation was the analysis of variations of astronauts

voice production characteristics during space mission and its influence on current speaker
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recognition solutions (see Chapter 3). Specifically, acoustical features such as fundamental

frequency and phoneme formant structure that are closely related to the speech produc-

tion system were studied (see Fig. 3.2). For a further understanding of astronauts vocal

tract spectrum variation in space, a maximum likelihood frequency warping (MLFW) based

analysis is proposed to detect vocal tract spectrum displacement during space conditions.

The result from both fundamental frequency, formant structure as well as vocal spectrum

displacement indicates that astronauts change their speech production mechanism when in

space (Table 3.4, 3.5). Moreover, the experimental results for astronaut voice identification

tasks indicate that current speaker recognition solutions are highly vulnerable to astronaut

voice production variations in space conditions (see Table 3.6). Future recommendations

from this study suggests that successful applications of speaker recognition during extended

space missions require robust speaker modeling techniques that could e↵ectively adapt to

voice production variation caused by diverse space conditions.

7.3 Development of Active Learning Based Speaker Diarization Algorithms

The third contribution of this dissertation was based on the two active learning speaker

diarization algorhims that were shown to improve speaker diarization performance signifi-

cantly in practical applications (see Chapter 4). Most speaker diarization research so far

has focused on unsupervised scenarios, where no human supervision is available. However,

in many real-world applications, a certain amount of light human input could be expected,

especially when minimal human supervision brings significant performance improvement.

In this dissertation, we proposed an active learning based bottom-up speaker clustering al-

gorithm to e↵ectively improve speaker diarization performance with limited human input.

Since the objective of active learning based speaker clustering is to provide good initial

speaker models, performance saturates as soon as su�cient examples are ensured for each
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cluster. To further improve diarization performance with increasing human input, we pro-

posed a second method which actively selects speech segments that account for the largest

expected reduction in speaker error (ESE) from the existing cluster assignments for human

evaluation and reassignment. The algorithms were evaluated on our recently created Apollo-

11 MCC corpus as well as AMI meeting corpus. The results indicated that the proposed

active learning algorithms were able to reduce the diarization error rate (DER) significantly

with a relatively small amount of human supervision (see Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, Figure 4.8,

and Figure 4.9 ).

7.4 Development of Robust Speaker Recontion Algorithms

The fourth contribution of this dissertation was based on three robust speaker modeling

techniques for the purpose of speaker recognitions (see Chapter 5). The proposed UBM-based

LDA (uLDA) improved robustness of first and second order statistic estimation by projecting

the acoustic features into another space where the distance between mixtures of the GMM

are maximized. We also proposed an uncertainty modified i-Vector extraction framework in

which the conventional i-Vector extraction framework is reformulated to take into the account

the uncertainty within the input features. Finally, we proposed a text available speaker

recognition system where the robustness of speaker modeling was significantly improved by

e�ciently exploiting text information. This targets the scenarios where the spoken text of

the speech is available for speaker verification.

Taken collectively, these four contributions have advanced speech and language processing

technology for both diarization and speaker recognition.

7.5 Future Work

Several aspects related to the applications of speaker modeling techniques in practice have

been investigated in this dissertation. While significant advancements have been made in
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these directions, problems and challenges still exist. Therefore, further studies are suggested

for wide applications of speaker modeling techniques in real life scenarios.

While we were able to achieve better understanding of astronauts voice production char-

acteristics during an extended space mission, as well as identify problems in applying speaker

recognition techniques to astronauts voice, future research is suggested to develop robust fea-

ture extraction strategies that could reduce the mismatch caused by voice production varia-

tions. In this dissertation, we have noted that the major e↵ect of astronauts voice production

variations is in the increase in fundamental frequency and formant locations. Therefore, fea-

ture extraction strategies that are less sensitive to the these aspects are expected to achieve

improved robustness.

To achieve significant speaker diarization performance improvements in many challenging

scenarios, active learning based algorithms were developed in this dissertations. We have

shown that by e↵ectively involving human in the loop, speaker diarization performance could

be significantly improved. The question remains as to how can we involve human input in

large scale speech diarization tasks. To improve active learning on such applications, we

suggest future studies to focus on the use of crowd sourcing as part of the process of active

learning based speaker diarization. While some modifications of the proposed active learning

algorithms will be required, a dramatic improvement on speaker diarization performace could

be expected with relatively small cost consumption.

Taken collectively, the contributions from this dissertation have made significant steps

toward the wide range applications of speaker recognition and speaker diarization for real

word applications.
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1.0 Background overview

Each individual has unique voice characteristic, like fingerprint analysis

4

Anatomy

Speaking Style
Speaker Diarization

Speaker Recognition
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1.1 Speaker Recognition
Refers to speaker verification or speaker identification
Speaker verification

Given an utterance, determine whether this utterance belongs to target speaker

Speaker identification
Given an utterance, determine who generate this utterance from a group of people

5
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1.2 Speaker Recognition

6
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1.3 Speaker Diarization
Partition an input audio stream into multiple homogeneous segments according to 
speaker identity

Illustration on International Space Station (ISS) audio

7

Multi-speaker  
audio stream

Speaker A

Speaker B

Speaker C

Speaker D
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1.4 Speaker Diarization

8
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1.5 Problem Statement
Speaker recognition & diarziation shows limited performance in many other 
practical applications

Only a limited number of dataset in the speech community to understand diverse 
problems & challenges occur in practice

In this thesis, the focus is on research problems related to NASA Apollo-11 voice 
communications

Apollo-11 - a program carried out by NASA in 1969; successfully landed first 
humans on the moon.

9
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1.6 Apollo-11 Communication Overview

10

CAPCOM

Flight Director

Flight Controllers

Backroom Support

Astronauts

Air-to-ground 
Communication

Ground Communication
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1.7 Thesis Contributions
Contribution #1: Astronaut voice analysis and 
identification 

Dataset: Air-to-ground communication of 
Apollo-11

Understand astronaut’s voice production 
variations during lunar missions and their 
impact on speaker identification performance

11

Astronauts

CAPCOM

Air-to-ground 
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1.8 Thesis Contributions
Contribution #2: Speaker Diarization

Dataset: Ground communication of 
Apollo-11 mission

Development of 100-hour Apollo-11 
MCC dataset 

Two active learning based speaker 
diarization algorithms

12

Ground Communications

Flight Director

Flight Controllers

Backroom Support
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2.0 Motivation
Scientific:

Understand human voice characteristic under diverse speech conditions

Understand the challenge of applying speech technology in non-neutral environment

Practical:

ASR: Simple command recognition system (Clarissa) tested on ISS

SID/tracking: Monitor astronaut behavioral health and performance; team 
interaction

14
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2.1 Review of Previous Studies
Lombard effect

Lane and Tranel, 1971; Hansen 1988; Boril and Hansen 2010

Speaker cognitive state 

Lieberman and Michaels, 1962; Streeter et al., 1983; Hansen et al., 1997

Physical state 

Johannes et al., 2007; Godin and Hansen, 2011

Sleep deprivations 

Harrison and Horne, 1997; Krajewski et al., 2009

15

Speech production variation during  
space mission is unknown
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2.2 Apollo-11 Speech Conditions

16

Speech SignalSpeech Production

Stress
Emotion

Task Load

Fatigue G-force
Atmosphere Environment Noise

Channel Noise

Reverberation

Speech Production Variations External Sources of Variation

Focus of this study
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2.3 Apollo-11 Speech Conditions
Physical stress during space mission

G-force: force of gravity or acceleration
1-g on stationary object on Earth
4-g max during spacecraft launch
0-g (weightless) during space travel
0.16-g on moon

Atmospheric pressure and composition
14.7 psi & 20% oxygen + 78% nitrogen on Earth
5-psi & 100% oxygen in spacecraft
3.5-psi & 100% oxygen in space suit
(4.9-psi at Mount Everest)

17
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2.4 Apollo-11 Speech Conditions
Cognitive Stress

e.g., Armstrong’s HR during lunar 
landing: increases to 150 beats/min

18

Heart Rate (BPM)

Neil Armstrong: post-flight  interview  vs. moon walking.
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2.5 Dataset
Apollo-11 Air-to-ground 
communications

Mission Duration: 8 days, 3 
hours 18 minutes, 35 seconds

Digitized and transcribed by 
NASA; Publicly available; CRSS 
corrected text and timing 
alignments 

19

The timeline of Apollo 11 mission.
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2.6 Experimental Design
Apollo-11: grouped into four categories in terms of G-force and atmospheric 
conditions

20

The physical stress levels, speech samples, and the speech sources of 5 conditions   
are detailed in this table. 
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2.7 Fundamental Frequency
Increases during space mission (Launch, Travel, Moon) vs. Earth

Distribution varies across mission stage

21

Armstrong Aldrin Collins

The fundamental frequency distribution of three astronauts  
during different conditions of Apollo 11 mission
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Mean & Standard deviation of f0 consistently higher in space
Largest increase (23%) is observed on Armstrong’s f0 on the moon 
Armstrong’s f0 reached 160Hz (+38%) when he uttered the famous quote:     

“That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind”

22

2.8 Fundamental Frequency

Mean &  Standard deviation of f0 over mission stages

+ 18%
+ 10%
+ 23%

+ 11%
+ 6%

+ 21%
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2.9 Formant Locations
Frequency locations of both F1 and F2 are higher in space conditions 
No significant differences observed during moon walking compared to other 
space conditions.  

23

F1  and F2 distributions of vowel /AA/ over mission stages
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2.10 Acoustic Model Analysis
Acoustic Model comparison using models 
trained from 60-sec audio blocks with 
different conditions using GMM and KL 
divergence. 

24

Earth

Travel

Moon

Speaker Models in Space 
Varies Significantly compared 
to ones on Earth.
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2.11 Speaker Identification
Assess the effect of mismatch during space mission on speaker/astronaut 
identification task

State-of-the-art i-Vector extraction framework is employed

25

Enrollment Condition Test Condition Accuracy (%)

Earth Earth 86.1

Space Space 67.2

Earth Space 46.3

Performance drops 
significantly due to 
the mismatch
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2.12 Summary & Discussion
Completed an investigation to model and understand Astronauts speech production 
across NASA Apollo-11 mission

Evaluation based on 3 astronauts voice during all phases of Apollo-11 

Fundamental Frequency and Formant Locations vary significantly during space 
mission

Results also indicate: Astronaut f0 also vary across stages/conditions of space missions 
due to varying physical stress type and/or level

Speaker Identification results significantly decrease in mismatched conditions across 
space missions (i.e, train on neutral, test on space mission speech)

Speaker Identification community focus exclusively on mismatch caused by external 
factors. SID systems that are robust to the change of fundamental frequency and 
formant locations should be developed in future.

26
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Overview

27

1. Introduction

2. Apollo-11 Astronaut voice analysis & identification

3. Apollo-11 MCC voice communication diarization

4. Thesis contributions

5. Acknowledgments
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3.0 Speaker Diarization

28

Multi-speaker  
audio stream

Speaker A

Speaker B

Speaker C

Speaker D
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3.1 Baseline System Overview

29

Audio Stream

Merge two closest clustersSAD

Bottom-up Clustering

BIC Segmentation

Speaker Diarization Diagram Illustration of bottom-up speaker clustering

SAD

Segmentation
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3.2 Diarization Error Rate
Mostly used evaluation metric for speaker diarization

Combination of three types of error

Speaker error

Missed speech error

False alarm speech error

Missed speech error & False alarm speech error are related to SAD

Speaker error is related to speaker clustering 

30
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3.3 Apollo-11 MCC Dataset 

31

CRSS-UTDallas	Efforts:
4	months	digitizing:	

24/7	=	19,000	Hours	Audio
6	months:	DiarizationProcessing	

(3	CPU/GPU	clusters)
Apollo-11	(complete);	
Apollo-13,	1,	Gemini-8	(partial)

CRSS-UTDallas:		
Automatic	Transcript	Generation
(Excel	file	w/	Text	Transcripts	
+	.WAV	file	links:		
for	NASA	Export	Control)

CRSS-UTDallas		CORPUS	DEVELOPMENT

SoundScriber	 /	Playback	
System:	Fall	2012	(Orig.)

CRSS-UTDallas		30-Track
Digitizing	Upgrade	Solution

Fall	2014	to	Spring	2017	(NEW)

(a) (b)

CRSS team digitized over 19000 
hours of audio recordings for 
Apollo (and some Gemini) 
missions at Johnson Space 
Center (NASA) in Houston 

Include voice communications 
between hundreds of flight 
controllers, their backroom 
support staff
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3.4 Apollo-11 MCC Dataset 
Annotated (speaker label) 100-hours of audio 
from five different loops

3 Data Blocks: (a) 25-hour during liftoff, (b) 
50-hour before lunar landing, (c) 25-hour 
during lunar walking

This dataset could be used for various tasks 
including speech activity detection (SAD), 
speaker recognition, and speaker diarization

The dataset will be shared with speech 
community as part of a larger 5-tasks 
challenge dataset called “Fearless Step”

32
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3.5 Apollo-11 MCC Communication Loops

33

FD

EECOM

GNC

GUIDO

FIDO

Network

Retro

Surgeon

CAPCOM

INCO
RTC

TRACK

Backroom

Backroom

Backroom

Backroom

Backroom

Backroom

Backroom

Backroom

Backroom

Backroom

Astronauts
FD Loop

MOCR Loop

EECOM Loop

GNC Loop

NETWORK Loop

FD: Flight Director 
CAPCOM: Capsule Communicator 
GUIDO: Guidance
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3.6 Apollo-11 MCC dataset
Use 28-hour subset of Apollo-11 MCC dataset for our experiments
Use 12-hour subset of AMI dataset as well
An overview of the Apollo-11 MCC-dataset and AMI dataset

34
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3.7 Apollo-11 MCC dataset
Challenge: Large number of participant in each session

Why is a large number of participant more challenge?

Assume we have N segments. The probability of having perfect answer from 
random guess:

e.g., is (1/3)N, if 3 participants as in AMI dataset

e.g., is (1/20)N, if 20 participants as in Apollo-11 MCC dataset 

35
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3.8 Apollo-11 MCC dataset
Challenge 2: Short segment durations

36

Apollo-11 MCC dataset consists 
of larger proportion of short 
segments compared to AMI 
dataset (Apollo MCC must be 
efficient when speaking)
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3.9 Problem Statement
BASELINE DIARIZATION: Over 60% DER on Apollo-11 MCC dataset. 
Over 40% DER even with oracle segment boundaries. 

What if the obtained DER is not satisfactory in general audio streams?

Example: required DER for ASD speech therapy application is <= 
20%, but the best achievable DER is only 40%

Manual annotation is the only option so far

Can we combine speaker diarization with “light” human annotation to 
achieve required DER? SOLUTION: Human-in-the-loop!!

37
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3.10 Active Learning
A special type of semi-supervised machine learning 
algorithm

Purpose: Effectively incorporates minimum amount of 
human input

Widely used for building ASR system in practice

Used for image clustering and other data mining tasks 
as well

38
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3.11 Active Learning

Only a few studies use active learning for speaker diarization

S. H. Shum, et al. (2014), use active learning to discover labels from unlabelled 
development data for SID

B. Mateusz, et al. (2014), simply selects the longest speech segments for human 
annotations

39

[1] S. H. Shum, et al. “Limited labels for unlimited data: active learning for speaker recognition.” 2014
[2] B. Mateusz, et al. “Active selection with label propagation for minimizing human effort in speaker annotation of TV shows,” 2014. 
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3.12 Active Learning Based Speaker Clustering

How to effectively use human input for speaker diarization?

It was reported that when acoustic models of all speakers are trained in 
advance, higher performance is observed; Similar to online speaker 
identification

X. Zhu, et al. “Combining speaker identification and BIC for speaker diarization.” 2005

Difficulty: speaker information is not available in advance

Objective: fully unsupervised speaker diarization => “online speaker 
identification”; Use active learning to discover speaker information 
interactively 

40
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Proposed algorithm
Stage 1: Explore

Discover speakers; use farthest first query selection (FFQS) algorithm to 
explore at least one speech segment for each speaker;

3.13 Active Learning Based Speaker Clustering

Human input
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Definition of “query” 

Question for human to provide answer during active learning

Is segment “X” and segment “Y” from the same speaker?

The total number of queries with correct answers required to achieve perfect 
speaker clustering is N*(N-1)/2; N is the number of segments

Human provides answers to selected number of queries (i.e., keep this number 
small)

Assumed human would provide perfect answers

3.14 Active Learning Based Speaker Clustering
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Proposed algorithm
Stage 2: Constrained Merging

Similar to traditional bottom-up clustering; but speaker clusters from the 
Explore stage are restricted to merge with each other

3.15 Active Learning Based Speaker Clustering

Merge two closest clusters

X Restriction

Explore 
Output
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AMI dataset
X-axis: Number of query 
access

N:  total number of segments

Exhaustive human effort 
require access to  N*(N-1)/2

Constrained Merging is very 
critical

Converged at 0.4xN

3.16 Experiment & Results

-16%
-51%
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Apollo-11 MCC dataset
Worse baseline (40.63% DER) 
compared with AMI (10.83% 
DER)

Similar trend as AMI dataset

Constrained Merging is very 
critical

Converged at 0.4xN

3.17 Experiment & Results

-16%
-25%
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Limitation of active learning based speaker clustering

Performance converges with increased number of queries

Active learning based cluster reassignment approach proposed to further 
reduce DER

3.18 Active Learning Based Cluster Reassignment
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Proposed algorithm

Stage 1: Candidate selection (Key step)

Given segments with clustered labels

Select segments with highest expected speaker error (ESE); Compute ESE for all 
segments; Choose segments with highest ESE 

We compute P (xjj |Cjj ) by modeling a multivariate Gaussian distribution for each cluster

3.19 Active Learning Based Cluster Reassignment

Expected speaker error

Confidence probability

Speaker error if xj  
does not belong to cluster Cj

Speaker error if xj  
belongs to cluster Cj
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